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enjoyable trip 
relatively easy 
Jac:kson County. 

to this 
cave in 

I agreed to take. a sc:out·· t·roop 
from B'ham c:aving Saturday the 
15th. To my understanding, 
there were to be around 10 
boys-on this tr(p:· Me were to 

CaVBS North Of Cstnpground- ITREAII fRO II WALAUI POT ALZOOO PaQ923 
Horizontal ILOCKEO 1Y IAEAKOOWN 

meet at ~he Goosep~nd 
campground in Scottsboro. 
J~mes Wisener and I arrived, 
and shortly_ thereafter, 4 
LARGE VANS arrived •. 

I have never seen sc:outs 
c:amp the way they did. It got 
down to about 15 d~gre~~ that 
night, but' they had kerosene 
heaters.and generators to help 
them stay warm. We awoke the 
next morning to find out that 
not everyone had c:ome in ~he 4 
vans. There turned __ q.ut·· to be 
28 of us that day. 

~e had planned to go to 
Kennamer Cave, but -due to the 
large number of youn~·boys we 
c:hanged the trip to Limroc:k 
Blowing Cave. The c:rowd 
inside the c:ave was even 
larger as several members of 
the Huntsville Grotto were 
also there. We spent 3-4 
hours in the c:ave, a good 
portion of the time wading in 
water knee deep. Keep in mind 
the high temp. tha~ d~~ ~a~ in 
the 20'·s. 

I was quite impresse~ at 
how well behave9 the boys 
were. Everything .. went well 
inside the c:ave. We exited 
into the extremely c:old air 
and by the time we.had reac:hed 

n my 
boots was frozen;· One boy 
c:ould not find his dry c:lothes 
.and started to ~uffer from 
hypotherm1~ s~ we ~at ,$~~~ dry 
c:lothes on him quic:kly, but 
other than that we had an 
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RIDGEWALKING IN S. MORGAN CO. 
David M. Drake 

29 J'AN 1994 

Patrick 0 7 Diam 
Kuenn Drake 

David Drake 
Shane Drake 

We were to meet at 
Kuenn's house at llam after I 
got off work, however upon 
arriving home, I found 
everyone at the barn behind my 
house (just a stones throw 
away from Kuenn's). One of 
Shane's cows, "Lump", had 
decided that Saturday was a 
great day to give birth •. no 
problem right? WRONG! After 
having raised five or six 
other calves, the old cow 
decided she had role played 
"mom" quite enough and would 
have nothing to do with this 
little bull. Fearing the calf 
would die without the much 
needed colosterum provided by 
the mother's milk we, along 
with Dad, went to work to try 
and make the cow let the calf 
nurse. This was eventually 
accomplished and we were 
finally off to ridgewalk, 
albeit a couple of hours later 
than planned. 

Our original plan was to 
search a hill just north of 
the county line. Through the 
years we had traversed the 
hill several times, both 
together and individually, and 
knew of a couple of small 
caves and at least one short 

.-P~Lt .. L .. b.ut~.I ... _w.a.s~~tbe. only_ .. one 
who had done any surveying 
across the valley on the hills 
to the west, and several 
natural indicators led me to 
believe there was a hole in at 
least one of them. So 
westward we went. 
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After parking Kuenn's 
Jeep at an abandoned service 
station we headed south up the 
mountain. About half way up, 
Pat and Kuenn decided to walk 
a bluff line to the south 
while Shane and I continued up 
the mountain. The next 40 
minutes or so were spent 
check i hg a·ut: the numerous 
small sinks and bluffs that 
adorn the eastern slope of 
this particular hill. After 
about an hour I noticed that I 
hadn't heard or seen the 
others for quite sometime. I 
finally made audible contact 
with Shane who was up top with 
a big smile on his face. He 
had followed a small stream 
bed down the western slope and 
had come upon a decent sized 
sink. "I think we've got us a 
cave" were his words as he and 
I went to check it out. 

The entrance is a 15' 
climbdown into a small room. 
Shane was the first one in, I 
remained outside in case he 
needed help climbing back out. 
He reported seeing two large 
passages that looked like they 
went but both were interrupted 
by pits, so Shane climbed back 
out and we topped the mountain 
to try and find Kuenn and 
Patrick who had the rope and 
gear. 

We finally made contact 
and told them what we had 
found. They in turn told us 
of a smaller sink they had 
discovered with a tight crawl 

~ .a.t~--the-- ~-bn-t~tam tha-t--seemed~··· t a
be sucking air, however our 
find seemed more impressive. 

We returned to the sink 
and all dropped into the small 
room. One passage headed east 
and had a 20' drop that Pat 
rigged, but before he decended 
Kuenn said "I think I can 
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climb it", which he did. Once 
down~ he started off down a 
high narrow canyon which was 
wet and cold and the home to a 
lone gray bat, but after a 
thorough drenching from water 
seeping through the rock from 
the stream bed above, he made 
the hasty decision that it was 
too wet and cold to push that 
day <our dry clothes were back 
at the Jeep), and it 1~6ked 
like it might be choking off 
anyway. On the way back out 
he did notice a tight passage: 
to the north that he c:ouldn•t 
slide through, so Pat 
rappelled down Cthe ·easiest 
way to do this drop) to 

:investigate.. He was able to 
push the pa~sage in~o a small 
dome room. 

The second passage was an 
impressive one headed north. 
After an a• climb one was 
peering into a well sciulptured 
40• pit, the bottom of which 
was divided by a jagged, razor 
sharp 8 to 10• wall which was 
just high enough to_ .keep from, 
telling what was on the other 
side. Kuenn c:himneyed out 
across the top of the pit as 
far as he could go but was 
still unable to say for sure 
what lay beyond the wall. 
This pit, although a short 
one, would be difficult to do 
at best, and getting to the 
other .side of the wall may be 
impossible, however if one 
studied· the ,situation 16ng 
enough and had. abo~t. ao•. of 
cheap rope they didn•t mind 
wasting (the wall would cut it 
to shreds) a way might be 

___ d.~'li.s_e_d ~- .to ... ge.t---- --to- t-he-----o-ther 
side; but there is no promise 
that the passage even goes. 
Needless to say we elected not 
to do the pit anq instead 
decided to try our luck at 
finding another entr~~c:e. ·One 
was not found. 
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The four of us were 
pleased with the find, however 
we were not the first. A set 
of AA batteries were found 
discarded near the entrance 
and there was what appeared to 
be a survey mark in the wet 
canyon to the east. However, 
traffic: in this cave is sparse 
and r•d be willing to bet the 
pit is virgin. A nice little 
hole in our own backyard ... oh, 
and by the way, mother and 
calf are doing fine. 

LoNE BAT C~o.vE N 

~il.P~;bj_~D.K.Drake t 
NSS .f:l5430 · 

1-29-94 
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**********~*~**************** * Cullman Grotto Flovstone * 
* is published monthly. * 

__ :1' __ ~~~~--lin~_.!:Q~_a.:r:t.icles .. * 
* submitted for publica- * 
* tion is the 20th of each * 
* month. Mail to: Editor * 
* 110 Co.Rd •. 1386 FaikVi1le ·* 
* AL 35622. For informatio~ 
* call 205-730-0811. . * 
~- '*'****-****~* * *** *** *** * * * * * * * 
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Trip Report/SURPRISE PIT 
,By1Ratrick o~Diam 

.. 19 FEB 1994. 

Scotti Arrington 
Patrick Lynott 
Patrick o~Diam 

Kevin Baker 
Rocky Dunn 
G.ary Dew 

About 6:40, Scotti and Kevin 
arrived .: at my · · ho.~.se. We 
stuffed everything: into. my car 
and headed· to pick up Rocky. 
We got him and ~eaded for 
Gunter.~·vil'le. Thirty-five 
minutes later, we met Patrie~ 
and Gary at the traditional 
Texico caving stop. · ·~·ary and 
Patrick L. both had: 4-wheel 
drives, so we rode the rest of 
'the way wit~ them. 

After bouncing back th~
rough road to .the pit, we 
parked and starteq unloading. 
Three minutes late~, another 
vehicle from Georgia pulled 
up. We start'ed .up· ·the long, 
steep neverending trail to the 
pit. When we reached the top 
we noticed the waterfall just 
outside of the pit w~s flb~ing 
nicely. 

We entered the cave and 
started back .the aoo~ of 
passage to the top of the pit. 
The water inside was really 
moving. After a · li'ttle 

· discussian we proceeded tp the 
pit. I tried real hard to 
keep my feet dry, .but .that 
only lasted a short time. I 
have waterproof: boots, ~ut 

when the water comes up o~er 
the top of your ~otits, they 
don•t do much good. 

We went on ··to the 
~reakdown bridge.. and .. r:1gge_d 

- the - ro·pef~ --Tnf:i -drop- here is 
404~. I had brough~my· two
way radios for communication. 
Kevin was first down and he 
took one radio with him. When 
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he reached the bottom he 
radioed back up and told us 
the weather was quite misty, 
but not causing any problem. 
Gary was next down followed by 
myself. Gary then climbed 
back up, followed by Kevin. 
Patrick L. came down and I 
then climbed. Rocky and 
Scotti dropped after that. We 
were trying to avoid to many 
at the bottom d~e to the cold 
mist. 

.. 

Patrick then started to 
climb and soon reached the 
top. About this time, I went 
out on the ledge going to the 
fourth rigging point to look 
at the drop to the ledge at 
Torode"s Hall (see 
accompanying article). The 
crawl I was in was about two 
feet wide and bordered by the 
pit, plus it was on a 45 
degree slope, so I turned 
back. Rocky was next to climb 
but took a while getting to 
the top. When he did reach 
the top, we found out the 
reason for the long climb. 
One of his foot-loops had slid 
off his foot and he was unable 
to put it back on. After 
getting him over the lip 
Scotti started up. When he 
reached the top we quickly de
rigged a~d headed out. We 
exited out into a warm, sunny 
afternoon, walked down the 
mountain and headed back. We 
arrived back in town around 
5:00. The day had turned out 
to be quite enjoyaple . 
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TORODE•s HALL 
Donal R. Myrick 
FernCave 1972 

The best conc:entratiCX\ of mass lvo ·fo'rmatl·ons. ·.and. 'lnc!!led. 
somJ" of'tho lllOSt b·oautlful In tho cavo·•ro 'fol!lld .In Torode•s· 
Hall:· To get' to Torodo 1s Hall,' one lllll$\: .rl:g .S.urp.rls.o Pit from 
the four-th rigging point, descend 250· foot:and,.got off C?nto a· 
steeply slanting mu~dy lo.dga. Tho en~ran~.~o·g:~rodo1·s 'Hall. 
Is at tho top of this tedgo. What. J'or.oda·1s ·Hal-1\actually Is, 
Is the northern extensiOI} of SurprJso Plt.: .lt~~·separated. 
from Surprlse·Pit by a massive breakdG>Jn block,age,· Kany ·at• 
tempts had been ma~e.ln the past'.to,cltilb' up,' lnto'.t:l'ls·.P.I!Ss.ago 

·.from bolcw, but .all' attempts wert .. s~O!lP.e~·~y tho la.rge," tiroak·. 
dc:wn block ov.omang near the top of tho.lireakd9o"q slop';· 

~'\ . ... . ... 
There a~e. two distinct levels· to T~rcido's Hal'l;'eno at · 

tho 220 foot levo.l \'ihoro ·tho pusage Is· ~tc:-rod_, :and -~o .9th·er 
at. the 400 to·~so foot level which Is on essentially the sama 
levo 1 as the bottom of Surprl so PIt. · : -, . . . . . . . . . .· ·~ 

It Is tho upper love l of 'Torode 1s J\all ~hoio the forma· 
tlons are found •. About ha'lfway back tO'!aa:ds tho end of the 
passage Is found·the flrst'of tho really ,Impressive formations. 
lt·ls· a SO·foot high plllar'whH:h 1110 foet•l!' •. di'8111Stor. ai: , 
tho. base. In the subsidiary flews tone ·about:.~e.baso of this·· 

· forma.tl.oo are found numrous--very .nl~ cave·.p_o~rls.. . · . 

. . . t\t.the end of the .upper ,levo'l passa,go h a large rOOill 
··w.hl!=tl .~as11s~evora1,'.1o:ve1s·, Tho bot'toadevel of tho rOom- at tho 
.. ' very ~a~-.. 9f.. the ·.passage· 1,. a beautIful: pool of water surl'ounded 

c:m ~lu:ee . .sJ.~~s;by' larg, flc:wstone cQrtillqp •. :rhe ml ddle love 1 
o~ thls room Is decorated with sevoral.masthleJand colorful 
stal'asml tos which remind one of Carlsbad, o Th·o walls of this 

· ,lo.,ot .aro·woll decorated with flOllst.one draperies, and the 
collings with stalactites,. To, sot to the \ll)per·and best decor
ated low 1. of this. rOolll, one JllUst cl htb ovar a beautIful wl\1 te 
ftc:wstone pnto a lop~e-and on up a ~d·~tope~ ·A~ ~e top' of 
~o slope Is: a la,rge.oP4n area whld.\.1' l!t'Of~ely decorated 
~ltn·l~rge.stalaSMites, Chris~ trees and flc:wstone draperies. 
Tho ·abunda"ce,- quli-llty', and size of. the -foniiatlons 'I il Torodo •s 
Ha~l.·a~ll' COI!llai'~.le. to the best found ailyw~_,ro· .. 

·II • '• 

.. . •. One ~hifi~:·abou; Torode1s Hall li ·that,,.due to tho dl.ffl
.,:cultlos lnyo'lved In, gettt,ng,-lnto the pass,age';' lj;, Jtke .tho 

" ,ltolectlte~HeliVOn.-f!;om;wJ-11 not bo.an ofton:vlsltod section 
· . of the ·c:avo. • 

.. 
FOURTH RIGGIHG..POINT. 

'• 
To set·. to ~,·:fo~~-tll· rJssl!l,g :potnt~"proceed .on .. another 

Torodo Lodge,a.rdund-totho right Qf.·tho.plt-past·.tho second 
. r,l.ggl.ng point_., _::r,h,lll,,dgo d'oes not havo--i c:pbl,, t?ut thoro 

Is only one .hal ry spot alo,n9•.the way. The fourth rl gglng 
point Is _at.the·-:en~ !)f ,this dug·ou_t· lo.dgo~ Tho phice to lcwor 
·tho r,opo l_nto t~o. pit· .Is obvlous-f h(!(fov.ai', tho p'lace to rig· . 
J·t from Is· not. -:rh• rlggln,g point t's.-a 1arge.breakdG>Jn block . 

. abovo and .pack f,raD :tho edge· .of -the' pit. Several ropo grooves-. 
cu.rrently lllark-_tl:i~a· 'i/BY to tho b:lock. A s111al1 rope pad. Is de-
s l rab le her.e; ·a 'duffle. bag workS. fl.no. The drop Is 352 feet 
but an· addl tlonal,'SO .feo't of r~pe Is needed for rl gglng arou~d 

. th~. ba:-eakd{:"/_11_),1.51~.·-. .:..JbJs.Js •-completely dry rappol~ -iild It ··· 
·la~ds-on:top ~f 'tile· cal rn. · 

• ' ~0 r~as~i;l. }or: us'~- ~~~ r.Js point'_ Is- that' zso· -feet dc:wn, 
thoro I' alarge·i·l,~.dge whl~ leads ·off'to_Toro~.a 1 s.- Hall where 
som ·of -the larges-t and moS.t beautiful formations In the cave 
ar~ t9 be ~~~~:!.:;:.;,~~'!~.se,tti['S off onto~.~~~ .ledge, the f~rst 
perstt~ dc:wn..can miiko· us~: 9f_ a P~.rmanen.t. ropo ·placed ·there to 
pull hlmso lf o~to .thll_. le,il,go~-; Tho permanent ropo should then 
bo·tlod_ toj~e.r~ppel-_lln~. and the·remalnder.of.tho rappol
lloa sh~ulu •. b~. c:~Ho4 up Ofl'tho lo.dge. If any of the drops 
back In Torod0 1s;Ha)1.,ar:o to.be d~o, then an additional 300 

·foot of. rope. should .. h ,bro~sht .along. . . •'• 
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Well, here's volume two of the Drake/O'Diam newsletter. I 
know the Grotto as well as the Flowstone are both still in their 
formative stages but it's never too early to start seeking 
support. 

A newsletter seems to be the glue that holds grottos 
together, without a monthly update very few grottos survive. This 
grotto will have a monthly newsletter but I needyour submissions; 
i.e., trip reports, articles concerning any aspect of caving, 
suggestions on how an outing could have been better/safer, 
pictures, cartoons, maps, letters to the editor, heck I'll take 
anything. 

Like anything else, this organization 
together as a te~m in order to be successful 
from everyone. Remember this is OUR grotto, 
merely providing the glue. 

will have to work 
and that means input 
not my grotto. I'm 

Editor 

T H E E C H 0 C H A M B E R 
================================================================= 

On a number of 
recent trips, various 
problems of different 
magnitude have arisen. 
I .won't attempt to 
comment on each one 
specifically, but will 
leave that to the 
parties involved. 

The Echo Chamber 
will be a forum for 
addressing such 
problems and offering 
suggestions. This 
column may also be 

-used as a sounding 
board for ideas for 
future programs, 
congratulatory 
c o m m e n t s o r 
complaints, etc. 

With that in 
mind, I'll briefly 
address some of the 

criteria that should 
be used when planning 
a trip/outing of any 
kind. 1) Know the 
abilities of those 
participating. If 
it's a vertical trip 
only those vertically 
proficient with access 
to personal ascending 
and descending gear 
should attend. Don't 
show up to do a pit if 
you are not sure you 
can get out. Don't 
put the burden -on 
someone else to have 
to excuse you from the 

·exercise. 2> On any 
outing come prepared 
with the proper 
equiptment and attire. 

For example: 3 
sources of light does 

not mean a flashlight, 
a bic lighter, and a 
glow stick. It means 
3 dependable sources 
of light. If your 
flashlight breaks and 
you drop your glow 
stick down a crack in 
the floor, would a bic 
lighter get you out of 
a cave if you became 
seperated from the 
group? Or if you are 
going to be in a wet 
cave is there a chance 
of- hypo-thermia because 
of the way you are 
dressed. 3> NOBODY 
enters a cave til 
EVERYBODY is ready. 

Remember things 
don't always go as 
planned. Be 
responsible! D.DRAKE 
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* * * N 0 T I C E * * * 

CALENDER 

April 17- Grotto vertical trip to 
Stephen's Gap. Meet at library at 
8:00a. Drop limited to those who are 
vertically proficient and have own 
equfptment. Those interested in 
learning welcome to watch. 

April 23- Grotto horizontal trip to 
Beech Spring Cave <subject to 
change>. Meet at library at 9:00a. 

May 8-14- 45th International Science 
and Engineering Fair <ISEF>, B'ham, 
AL. Contact: Science Service, 1719 N 
St NW, Washington, D.C. 20038 205-
975-ISEF. 

June 10-1~ SERA Cave Carnival, 
Cedar Cove Quarry, Murphreesboro, 
TN. Contact: TCB-SERA, PO Box 2458, 
Murphreesboro, TN 37133-2458, or 
Carolyn Widner, 615-896-8736 

June 20-24- NSS Convention, Ft. 
Clark Springs, Brackettville, TX. 
Contact: 1994 Convention· Central, 
Box 43747, Austin, TX 78745, Gill 
Ediger, 512-441-0050, Ron Ralph, 
817-799-4837, or Jay· Jorden, 214-
398-9272. 
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NEWSOME SINKS IS CLOSED !!! 

ANOTHER ONE BITES THE DUST 

Once again an irresponsible few have 
ruined soaething for the responsible tajority. As a 
result of repeated vandalisa,, unwanted beer 
parties, and a continued build-up of trash in some 
of the tore heavily visited caves in Newsome Sinks, 
the landowners headed by Kr. Kenneth Tyler, who 
owns Hughes Cave, have decided that they have had 
enough drunks traipsing across their ·property and, 
to no ones surprise, have agreed. to deny access or 
peraission to enter the sinks, thereby taking one 
of the best and certainly the aost prolific 
horizontal caving areas in the state off litits. 

The Cullaan Grotto contacted Kr. Tyler 
and has been granted conditional permission to 
assess the feasibility of lau&nching a conservation 
project and installing a peraanent gate on Hughes 
Cave. 

No one is to enter the cave without the 
expressed pertission of the Cullaan Grotto and Kr. 
Tyler. Violations could cotpletely destroy the bond 
of trust that has been created. 

D.Drake 
Chainan 
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WAR EAGLE 
4 FEB 1994 

Shane Drake Patrick o•otam 

Patrick and I arrived at 
War Eagle around 11am Friday 
morning. We rigged to the top 
bolt just inside the entrance, 
going out and backing up to a 
tree. I was the first one 
down fol.lowed by Patrick. The 
trip down the pit was 
enjoyable for the most part, 
except for the lip which 
pre~~nts somewhat of a 
chailenge due to.a lack of 
firm footing. After decending 
the 137' to the bottom of the 
elaborately decorated pit, I 
found 'myself at the foot of an 
immense flowstone formation in 
some sticky mud. The mud 
however, soon gave way to 
flowstone which in turn gave 
way to sand after we climbed 
down to the creek. 

Besides the pit another 
aspect of the cave that I 
found intriguing was the 
amount of water that flows 
through War Eagle. It had 
been raining for a few days 
preceding our visit, so the 
water was up of course. Pat 
made the comment that "there 
was enough water to float a 
canoe" (now there's a new 
concept •• underground 
whitewater canoeing). We just 
need to figure out· how to 
rappell our canoes down. 

We proceeded upstream the 
.absence of ·-a trai 1 
necessitated crossing the 
stream frequently, this was 
hampered by the abundance of 
water, and we soon withdrew 
the notion of keeping our feet 
dry. However, it wasn't long 
before we were able to climb 
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up onto a sandy ledge. At 
this point we entered the 
first of the formation~rooms. 

The formations were 
impressive, but what was far 
more impressive than the 
formations was the absence of 
vandalism. This we can thank 
the entrance pit for, since· it 
is the only entrance. We even 
witnessed some reverse 
vandal ism. In one of the 
formation rooms, we found a 
stalagmite that had been 
broken into three pieces, 
which had been put back 
together and uprighted·. The 
formation was repaired so 
meticulously that only through 
close inspection could anyone 
tell it had been broken. The 
majority -of formations in 
these rooms clustered around 
cracks in the ceiling, with 
soda straws and small 
stalagtites being the most 
prevelant with an occassional 
small helectite interspersed. 
The floor was also decorated 
with numerous rimstone dams 
and stalagmites. Also, there 
were some nice "christmas 
trees" here and there. 

After leaving the first 
of the formation areas, we 
continued upstream to the 
source of the creek, where it 
boils out from under a rock 
slab. Soon afterward we 
arrived at the last of the 
format icfh ·rooms~· --Here Pat set 
up to take some pictures while 
I continued exploring some 
passages. The passage was a 
little rocky at first, but I 
soon found myself in a nice 
sandy crawlway. After 
crawling a few hundred feet I 
was deposited in the main 
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passage again. The ceiling 
was too low to permit walking 
so I continued half stooping, 
half crawling til the low 
ceiling forced me to crawl 
entirely. By this time I had 
traveled several hundred feet, 
I was unaware that the cave 
went this far. I decided that 
r·d better check back in with 
Patrick. I retraced my steps 
to the mouth of the passage 
where I had previously been. 
It came to my attention that 
someone was trying to make 
contact with me. Patrick had 
become concerned by my lengthy 
absence, and had proceeded to 
look for me since from past 
experiences we had found that 
long absences were not a good 
sign. We soon rejoined and 
decided to continue to the end 
of the cave. We pushed the 
same passage were I had been 
to a sump thus coming to the 
bitter end of War Eagle. 

On the way back, we made 
a discovery instead of coming 
through the nice sandy crawl 
where I had been, Pat had 
chosen a different passage. 
We elected to take this route 
back. We soon became aware of 
our mistake because instead of 
sand we encountered some nasty 
cave rocks. After what seemed 
to be an hour of pure.crawling 
hell <we had both neglected to 
bring our knee pads> we made 
our way back to the formation 
room. After taking a few 
pictures we continued out. On 
the way we took a slightly 
different route closer to the 
creek. Traveling this way we 

-·passed some· rows··of··drapet" ies, 
which were reminiscent of 
Lamans though not quite so 
impressive. We headed towards 
the pit and soon came to the 
small wall where we had 
climbed down. Patrick had had 
the · foresight to leave a 
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.handline which facilitated the 
scramble back to the top. 
Here we were just a short 
stroll from the pit. Patrick 
opted to be the first one out, 
as he wanted to take some 
pictures of us climbing. I 
then climbed out and we 
derigged and were gone. There 
are few things about War Eagle 
I would change but one most 
certainly would be the name! 

The wonderful day of 
caving unfortunately was 
spoiled on the way home when 
Patrick inadvertantly pulled 
out in front of an unseen 
vehicle and was hit. The 
other car was hardly damaged 
but Patrick's rice burner 
sustained major casulties. 
Fortunately dad came .to the 
rescue as we thought it would 
be wise not to drive home in 
the dark without headlights. 
<Unfortunately his car does 
not have three sources of 
1 igh·t! -) Its a shame such a 
fun day had to end the way it 
did. <NOTE: Shane; I don't 
like your Dad's red truck. 
The last couple of times I've 
been in there something bad 
has happened to my car .. Pat) 

CANDID CAVER 
~,. •... . , 
.f 

ra.::.u'iool"" .:·.~ 

"Who put this sign in the 
midd1e of the .. dang trai1? n 
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ONE IN THE BOOKS! 
The Trip to Lamon's 

By D.Drake 

On a warm, cloudless Saturday, 
one day before the 1994 Spring 
Equinox, the Cullman Grotto 
embarked on it's first 
official outing. 18 of us 
gathered at Brewer High School 
at !0:30am for a trip to 
Lamon's Cave. All but a 
handful of those present were 
NSS members, including Scotti 
Arrington's friend Patrick 
Lynott of Gadsden. Actually 
the day was too pretty to be 
spent underground, but due to 
the varied skill levels of 
those present we continued 
with the original game plan. 
<Before we knew who and how 
many were going to show we had 
tossed around the idea of 
doing an open air>. 

We arrived at the gate on 
the Jeep trail at the south 
end of Lamon's cove only to 
find that the key we had been 
given did not fit the lock, so 
the vehicles were parked there 
and we began the hour long 
hike to the cave. 

Most of the group entered 
Lamon's just before noon, 
however, due to some minor 
first aid that needed to be 
performed, Bernard Powell and 
myself lagged about 10 minutes 
behind. We eventually caught 
up with the rest of the party 
in the Glue Room, a breakdown 
filled passage with mud so 
th1ck and 5t1cky it wTll 
literally pull the shoes off 
your feet. Another 1500' 
further is the Hall of Fame, a 
very impressive display of 
flowstone draperies and 
ribbons. Most of the 
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formations in this room are 
still in an adolescent stage. 
10,000 years from now we plan 
to go back and revel at the 
breathtaking splendor. 

At this point the group 
split up. Shane had a 
previous engagement and had to 
be back in Vinemont by 5 so 
he, I, Bern, Chad Eddleman and 
three others started back out. 
Leaving nine to tour the cave 
back to the register in the 
Ghost Room. <NOTE: In case 
you're checking my math, Arlen 
& Kevin Baker had exited an 
hour earlier>. 

The way out was pretty 
much uneventful until ·a wrong 
turn put us in the much 
dreaded 500', wet, muddy, 
belly crawl through the Sea of 
Galilee, obviously named for 
the biblical · connotations 
applied to the words oft heard 
murmured in this low, gooey 
hell. 

Later that evening 
Patrick O'Diam phoned to 
report that the best 
formations in the cave were 
those found in the waist deep 
water passage that led from 
the Ghost Room to the sump at 
the back of the cave. 

The trip was successful 
and everyone seemed to enjoy 
the cave. Lamon's is 
definately worth the effort 
and rewards you with something 
new each time. 

************************************* 
• TheF1ovstoneis·pubi.isheci by the• 
* Cullomau Grotto . .-of the ·National * 
• Spe1eologica1 Society. Artic1es * 
* aubmitteci for p~b1ication must be * 
• recieveci by the 20th of each.month * 
• to· be .. inc1uded:· in·· next nevs1etter * 
* Send entries to: D.Drake no·co.Rci * 
* 1386 P'alkVi1le AL 35622 (205)739- * 
* 0811 ~~ (ZOS}586-9301 * 
***************~********************* 
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MARCH TRIP REPORTS 
By Patrick O'Oiam 

I have been doing a good 
deal of caving lately, and 
everyone I go with says 
th'ey • 11 leave the trip report 
to me. Well, I write too much 
and would like to see someone 
else write some. That will 
have to be the case for the 
next several months, for I 
won't be around to write. I 
didn't feel like writing 
several trip reports, so I 
wrote one and combined the 
trips. 

MARCH 4, Shane Drake and 
I went to Newsome Sinks and 
just started walking. Before 
long we found a large sink 
with cave passage in it. We 
entered and soon found a pit 
into which we dropped a rock. 
The rock took over 4 seconds 
to hit! This is when our 
imaginations got the best of 
us. We started thinking that, 

. just maybe, this was a new 
cave that cavers didn't know 
about. We left because we 
didn't have enough rope to 
reach the bottom. We tried to 
figure out how deep it was. 
At one time I was· thinking 
<hoping> around 300'. As it 
turned out we had counted too 
fast and later found out we 
were in the fully mapped and 
surveyed Sycamore Cave, and 
our 300' pit was only 129'. 

MARCH 8, Louie Adams 
took me to Hall's and Dinky 
p~ft. The weath~erman Tied to 
us that day. The nice mid 
~o·s day turned out ~o be a 
cloudy mid 40's day. I really 
enjoyed both pits. 

MARCH 11, Scotti 
Arrington and I 
out a pit in 

went to check 
Keller Creek. 
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There was no trail so we 
walked in the water. The 
water was too high and we 
never found the pit. We then 
went to Log Cave. We had to 
"make" a rigging point out of 
rocks. We dropped the 30' pit 
and went in search of the 
"Hall of the Mountain King". 
We never found it but we did 
find a big ol' coon in there. 
He sauntered off into a small 
crack never to be seen again. 

MARCH 12, We went to a 
nice, deep pit but I don't 
remember the name of it. The 
water was high that day. 

MARCH 15, Louis Adams, 
Patrick Lynott and I went to 
Little River Canyon to rappel. 
A great big helicopter with 
guns came to attack us but it 
was no match for the fearless 
trio. Really it was kind of 
neat to have a ~elicopter fly 
right up and watch us. After 
about 5 minutes it flew off in 
search of a car that had run 
off in the canyon. 

And of course MARCH 19, 
the grotto trip to Laman's 
Cave. Not much to write about 
because just about the whole 
grotto was there. After a 
while the group split up. 
Some headed out while the 
others went further in. I was 
one of the 9 who went on to 
the back. Past the "Hall of 
Fame" is the "Ghost Room". 
On through it is a nice, deep 
water passage. We waded in 
water just over our waists. 
The formations in the back are 
great! From the sump we 
headed out of the cave, 
something we accomplished in 
an hour and fifteen minutes! 

\ \ 
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following month's issue. Send to: D.Drake, 1.10 County Road 1386~ 
Falk~ille.AL.3~~22 or FAX 205-586-9301. 

Annual dues fcq- the Cullman Grotto a\-e eight dc•llal-s ($8) for 
individual membership or ten dollars ($10) per family. Dues are 
payable at the first grotto meeting of each year and include 
subscl-iptic•n tc• The FLOWSTONE. Subscription rate· for nc•n-members 
is eight dollars ($8) per year. 

The Cullman Grc•ttc• meets the first Tuesday of every mc•nth at 
7:30pm in the Cullman County Public Library conference room, 200 
Clark St NE, Cullman AL. Visitors and prospective members are 
welcc•me • 
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OFFICER~ COMMir_TEE HEADS 
Chai~man: David Drak~ Ho~izontal: Shane Dr~ke· 
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Falkville AL 35622 
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Vice-Chair: Lo~is Adams 
506 11th St SE 
Cullman AL 35055 
739-0369 

Sec/Treas : Mary Adams 
506 11th St SE 
Cullman AL 35055 
739-0369 

Ve·,-tical 

G.OMMIT1EE ADVISOR 
Vlc fc;r 13~::. ad f cq- d 
1486 Co.Rd. 594 
Hanceville AL 35077 
734-2809 

165 Co.Rd.1383 ... 
Falkville AL 35622 
739--0675 

:Scotti Arrington 
64 €o.Rd.1259 
Falkville AL 35622 
737-0375 

Jeff Lynn 
11 98 Cc• . F:d • 1194 
Vinemont AL 35179 
734-5246 
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. May 7-Grotto hor.i.zonhl trip to· Wolf Cav~ .•. Heet ·at libr~J:.Y at 9 :OOa. :. · 

May 14or15- Grotto vertical trip to Sinkhole. Heet at library at 8:00a. Drop li11ited to those who are 
vertically proficient and have own equipt1ent. Those interested in learning welcome to watch. 

May E3--14- 45th International Science and Engineering Fair (JSEFl, B'hat, ~L. Contact: Science Service, 1719 N 
St NW, Washington, D.C. 20038 205-975-ISEF. 

:June 10--u~- SERA Cave Carnival, Cedar Co\!e Quarry, Kurphreesboro, TN. Contact: TCB-SERA 1 PO Box 24581 

Hurphreesboro, TN 37133-2458, or Carolyn Widner, 615-896-8736 
' 

:June 20--24- NSS Convention, Ft. Clark Springs, Brackettville, TX. Contact: 1994 Convention Central, Box 43747 1 

~ustin, TX 78745, Gill Ediger, 512-441-0050, Ron Ralph, 817-799-4837, or Jay Jorden, 214-398-9272. 

THE ECHO CHAMBER 
=-:--======================================================== ·. 

6ROTIO TRIPS great cave. 
Sunday, April 17, 

Saturday, April 23rd, the first vertical 
the Cullman Grotto had trip was held at 
it's second horizontal Stephen's Gap. 12 
c•Llting, to .. Beech show~;d for that one. 
Spring Cave. Want to Better than 4 but nc•t 
!mow how many sho~ied a great · turnc•ut. 
up? •••• 4. Shane, the Stephen's is a perfect 
committee ch~irman, spectator pit. Anyone 
took the time prior to desiring to learn 
the outing to check on vertical techniques 
possible cave ~issed the perfect 
restrictions, he opportunity to see how 
located the cave, its done from top or 
toured the cave t.o bottom. Scottie and 
make sure it was wor~h Jeff picked 'this hole 
doing and to ensure because it is easy to 
that he could get a get to and for the 
group in and out reasons mentioned · 
safely and how long it . . . . above. 

.":. = .~ ·:: ..... :. ... YlPUl.l:t:take. ,· tc;.; do'~·.··~·1;,·_.~: .... :·:·:':"·F.olks .... ·we · . .can .. ji:tst 
· and · 4 people showed · keep c·av"ing ·the ··way 

up. Beech Spring Cave we've always done it 
is a gorgeous cave! and it wcon't waste 
One worth doing more anyone's time and it 
than once. Those who prc•babl y wc•uldn' t hurt 
didn't attend missed a the committee 

chairmen's feelings 
either. Both of these 
trips were on the 
calender in April's 
newsletter so saying 
you forgot isn't an 
excuse. We've all got 
things to do and these 
trips might have 
fallen on ~Jeekends 

that weren't good for 
some of you but if the 
turnc•uts aren • t gc• i ng 

·to be any better than 
these, then we'll go 
back to the "every man 
for himself" system. 
Beginners this is the 
way tc• learn safe, 
responsible caviilg. 
Lets support our 

.,: . · .. · ·c·ciRilrri·:t-teeis ~: .n ... d).ri:llE·e· · · ... · · ; · . . · ... · .. .· .· 
BIRDS 

· .. "··: ...... 
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My_ Farewell Trip. by Patrick .0 'Diam April 12, 19.94 .. 
···:' · .For.··sc:>me ·time:·now, -I have~.be~n. 1:-.J::)'.~ri~f.::t:9 .~ft:~t:~p-qi.s.>.~<? ·t-ake·.<··· 
·me to··Mose·s Toinb,·· a ·~3·o foot ·.pit iri ·ne Kalb County; and for some 
~i~e now_he h~s bee~ pu~ting it off. We~l, time waa running. 
·out;·so he finely agreed to take me. The day before we were 
to go, the weather forecast was calling for bad weather, and 
Louis started to back out. The night before, he called and said 
he would go, just the two of us. The weatherman was calling 

.. for 70-% .rain ·for the -day, ·and when Louis picked me up~ it wasri 't · · 
looking too good. It seems like it always tries to rain on Tuesdays. 
We drove on, regardless of 'the weather. After about two hours, 
we arrived at Russell White's house. We. talked with him a little, 
and .gave him a little gU::,t·; ""and were off ·to ·the pi:t. We dro.ve 
on back to the TAG bus, unloaded, and started up the trail. 
After a short walk, we were there. The pit was rigged, and Louis 
went down first. When he was about half way down, he yelled 
back up, "I forgot my climbing gear." When he reached bottom, 
I pulled up the extra rope we had on bottom and retied. I then 
managed to squeeze through the entrance. Upon reaching bottom, 
Louis showed me .the King Salamandei and a frog. I gave him his 
gear, and he climbed. After·he reached top, I climbed. The 
pit was so beautifult One of the prettiest I've been in. 

At the top, I said that this pit probably would be hard 
to tandem out off, due to the flowst6ne ledge you encounter about 
30 feet under the lip. It had not started to rain yet, so we 
both went down again. Louis started to climb, and told me to 
get on and tandem with him. ·I asked if we would be able to make 
it over the flowstone slope, to tJ'hich he replied, "I don't know. 
but we '.11 find out!" Whiie climl:Hng, we created quite a bounce. 
At the top, we had no problem at 'al1. Louis realized that climbing 
tandem makes his ankle swell up. 

I decided to bounce the pit once again. I reached bottom, 
to9k my rack off tbe rope, and started to put on my cl-imbing . 
gear. About this time, I started thinking what I would do if 
the floor-of.the.pit decided to·drop another ten feet or so~··· 

We only had about a foot of extra rope on bottom. At that time, 
I heard a· noise, turned and looke~, and the ro~e was not there. · 
I looked up and didn't see it. For just a split second I even 
thought to my self, "I didn't feel the floor drop any." I then 
looked back up and saw the rope swinging about 20 feet above 
my head. I yelled, and the rope was lowered back down to me. 
That was the first time Louis pulled the rope up on me. It's 
been done plenty of times before, but not by him. I climbed 
out and we de-rigged. By this time the sun was out, no rain! 
I told Louis. "As Shane would say, 'Pooh-pooh on Mr. Weatherman's 
head.'" 

Moses Tomb is a great pit, well worth the wait I was put 
through. We both had a great time. The weather held up until 
we were back in Cullman~. It then started to rainquite hard: 
which was just fine with us. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. ,.-.,.,. :'.!...-', . ···I'" wi·l:l.be:do:w:ri:'-in·Argi!mt·in·a-'··f'qr. the'""n'ext·:t:Wo: years·~ .... ··r:-ha-\r.e .. ·· .·'. 
enjoy~d caving wiih.everyo~e. I would like to give a special 
thanks to Victor Bradford and Louis Adams for putting up with 
me the last few years, for taking me to new places and for teaching 
me so much about the caving and rappelling sport. To all of 
you, thank you for t~e memories.' ·~Keep the grotto going strong. 
When I come back in two years, I'll be ready to jump right back 
in where I left off. Yall take care. (Hasta la Vista •. Ed.) 

·.···.;.· 
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HEAVEN UNDERGROUND 

A Trip to Fern 
9 April 1994 
B'(.~ .. _I? ._Drake 

S. An-i 1ig:tc•ri: 
V .Bl-adfc•rd 
S.Hc•wal-d 
D.Drake 

can thank 

J ~L>y1;-n 
S.Drake 
P.O'Diam 

Wync•nna 
rodeo's for this one! 

and 

trail that begins the mile 
hike up Nat mountain to the 
Johnson entrance. ··Jeff and Vic· 
ferried the equiptment to the 
b-ail head ~;oJith _the 'tJ...JD, ~rJhile 

the rest of us·w~lked. 
Thf?re. ~;oJei~€~ ·· .m 21 s. s .· i ·v E"!. 

amounts of· water cascading 
into the Fern sink, so much so 
that you could hear the sink 
long before you could see it. 
However the volume of water 
wasn't so great as to explain 
the abscence of pit bouncers 
on such a gorgeous Saturday. A 

We were to meet at couple of us walked down to 
Jerry's Food Haus at 7:30 ••• or the sink while the rest hung 
when Victor got there, out back at the trail that 
whichever came . last. After leads around to the Johnson 
buying enough candy to feed entrance. 
most of Wisconsin, we loaded We entered New Fern at 
up in Jeff's Jeep and 10:40am and proceeded back to 
Patrick's bug-eyed rice burner the upper formation area. The 
and headed for Fern. wear on this room after 24 

The debate was whether to years of traffic, some of it 
do the 155' drc•p tc• the "Hall carelesS",, is evide·nt. It''!s 
D·f Giants", or tr·y ar1d find .. still ... o:r1e .. o-i~. the pre-ttie-st 
the ri~h~ ct~~iriatitin Df rooms in the state but to me 
drops, climbs and crawls that has lost much of it"s splendor 
lead to "Helectite Heaven"· i·n the 15 cq- so y(~ai·-s since l 
Aftel- making the· tr·ad it ic•nal was 1 a·st ther:e. - The or~ee 
caving stc:•p at the breathtaking pc•c:•l in the"F<ed 
Guntel-svi lle Te:~acc• tc• get L.i 11 y Pad" l-c·c•m has been 
more candy, the decision was reduced to a mud puddle with a 
made to try and locate the lone stalagmite rising from 
well hidden, thl-ee fc•c•t high, c•ne c•f the "pads". Neai- the 
"Helect i te Heaven" l-oc•m • If flc•wstc•ne dr·apel-y kno1-m <:.'Is 
and when it is lc•cated, the "Elephant E:cli-s" vJC-2 e·nte~·,-f.?c:l thr::! 
cavel- is l-ewarded with quite "Green" passc:1ge .:u··,d made our 
possibly the finest display of vJay back to the "Ellc•~;oJir·,g 
helectites in the cc•l.tntl-y, Hc•le", 21 30' nuisance drop 
certainly the best this region that takes you to the lowest 
has tc• c•.f.fer .• The majDl"'i ty ···· c•f levels of the:· uppel- c.::we. Up 
the party had ~?een. to t~~. rc•c•m . unt i 1 .. the ~ar 1 y 89 •.s tl"ii.s .Pit ... : .. · ... :· .. :-. .. : 

.. ·-~~nl y,;_·pn~. t·i·m.e:· _b·f:l:f.S'.r..E:.-~' , ... s.~Zr~l7-· .haq. ..... ·, .· : .. : ;Ja!r:>pl-·e~r J: gg.etl · .. w r·th ·· .. a. ·····c:cii:J"le· :··: 
·never b~•n~ · ladder, so this marked the 

The road to Fern is first time I had ever had to 
filled with mud holes large get on rope to do the drop. We 
enough to qualify as sinks, so rigged and descended. At the 
we pal-~~ed Patrick's C<:.'lr c.~bout bc•ttom of the "Blc•vJing Hc:•le" 
a mile and a half from the is another 10 or 15' drop 
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which is ~ccessable wiih ihe magnifi~ent gypsum ~h~ndeli~r 
infamc•us· ·"·Green· ·Lsrdcte,-",- .. ·that was undciubtedly 
however we all rappelled on breathtaking before time 
down beside it and. left all discolored it somewhat. 
but the essential hcq-izc•ntal "Helectite Heavt:'?n" is 
gear there. It lo'Jas at this sti 11 as sp.l.endid Ets ever. 
·level t~a~ we eritered the Because of the difficulty 
"Gc•ld" passage~ a tr·eache\~ous, invc•lvecl in getti· .. ··g tc• .:tncl 
canyon passage that is hands finding it, not many people 
down Cl\l.e of the most. dit"ficult get tc• enjoy';· th·is part: ·<;:oi' 
and miserable in the cave. One. Fern. The c~~ele~s caver is 
thing to note here is that we usually stopped by the 
we\-e heading tc• "Helectite "Blowing Hctle" and as a \-esult 
Heaven" the e>:act c•pposi te "Helecti te Heaven" ,-emai ns 
direction I had taken on my unspoiled with very little if 
two previous trips. any sign of breakage. Knowing 

After climbing, stooping, what faced us in the trip back 
chimneying, contorting, out, we took our time leaving 
grunting and groaning for the room. 
about 1500 feet, Patrick and By the time w• left 
Shane drc•pped dc•wn to a level thirst was sta\-ting tc• weigh 
lE• below and began pushing heavily on my mind ••• boy, that 
passages in hopes of happening orange soda was going to taste 
upon the elusive room. 15 or GREAT! 
20 minutes later Patrick's Most of the way in and 
faint yell c•f "I think we•\-e back out I was eithe\- ,just in 
in the right pass:,age" came front oi- just behind Victor 
filtering back up the canyon. and I had noticed that he 
~Jictcq- hc•llered back "are yeou hadn't taken c.=t sip c··f .:.'lnythir'lg 
sure;-?" Jo wt)ic;:h. Pat,-ic;:.k an.d since. vH:? er1tc.,:n-ed Fer·n some 4 
Shane both replied in or 5 hours ago. I asked him if 
unison •• "NO". Nc•t e>:actly the he w.:.sn•t getting tl1irsty .• h<:a 

. answe·\- we wen;. lc•c•king fc•\-. By assun:::d me that hf..: was f.ine 
this time I had almost spent and that he would · be even 
my pint allotment of water and better when we made it back to 
was starting to think about the gear wh~re he had a 
the orange soda I had stashed package of salted peanut~ 
in my pack bac~:: at the "Green waiting ••• I though~ I ~·Jets 

Ladder". Grc•wing mc•re and mc•\-e gc•ing tc• die! 
impatient, Scottie and I The orange soda was now 
climbed down and started speaking to me through some 
pushing other lea~s, figureing. transcendental cave medium. 
four lost cavers had a better Finally we arrived at the 
chance c•f finding the prize "G\-een Ladde\-" belc•W· the 
than twc•. Sc•eon F'at\-ick came "Blc•wing Hcol.e" ~ .... here w~;? had 
crawling back and said he had \- igge(j the ,-c.pe and it w.:.s 
fOUnd th~ room, so off we then that every caver•s worst 

:·;>~ ; ,.,:·:. : . .:)~.e!l,tJ.: .... ·...;~ ... .- ... ~, .. : ... ·:'_ ;,: · .. :~· =:· .,.: · .. ::::·. :.; .. :;·.: ·=.<·:·;.: · ~: :; :.·~ ·n.~_g:t=t:~.~·~q;~~.:·· . :, S'"~~~·¥,:·-~;·):~~~.~..~~ ~--·~ ·:~.=~. tt:l"ef:·,<, .~. ·, .. :: .. :. . . . 
· The· ·p·assa·ge · leatfi ng- · ·· i:on:\nge · sc•d<a· was · · gc•i=-te'! Had' bm::: · 

towa}-d "Helectite Heaven"is c•f' Fen1"s und<:o·l'·woy·ld demc·n~s 

copiously decorated with consumed it or had I left it 
gypsum, and in a breakdown at the foot of Nat Mountain 
room a few hundred feet from when I rearranged my backpack. 
our destination hangs a 



.. •. 

.. . : .. 
::·. 

Fortunately Sam had a spare 
untapped canteen that saved me 
and a couple of others who had 
spent-their w~ter supply from 
a certain and untimely death. 

At approximately 5pm we 
began our ascent back to the 
·'·'Gpeen Passage" ·and· by 6:20 
were out of the ·cave. We had 
spent 7 and a half hours in 
Fern and had only seen about 
one sixty-fourth of the cave 
system. While most of the 
group headed toward the Fern 
sink to take the proper trail, 
back down the mountain, 
Patrick, Vic and I elected to 
take the supposedly off-limits 
but shorter trail down~ We 
justified our decision by 
rationalizing that Victor's 
and my ages precluded having 
to take the longer route. 
About half way down the two 
trails rejoin so after 
reaching that point we decided 
to wait on the others. Shortly 
they came into view with Jeff 
holding something vaguely 
familiar in his right 
hand .•. it was my orange soda! 
After a couple of snide 
comments about whether or not 
they should turn over the 
beverage to someone who 
wantonly disobeyed a standing 
rule, they relinquished the 
now warm and most probably 
booby trapped liquid. Back at 
the Jeep while most of us felt 
like we had been pummeled with 
a bag of nickels, Scottie and 
Jeff could be overheard 
talking seriously about 
returning later that evening 

. to~. : .. . . ..de•.. .SLu:- P.f i.se·~·. • S·a.m;"' s .. ·.·~ 
su~geition of a BBQ plate from 
Porky's overruled. Surprise 
will be waiting next time. 

**** Thanks Wy **** 

·,: ····' . ·:·.·.· ...... ·::·.. . .. ; . ~ .·· . :.:, . 
· MAY· t994-· · 

Scottie Arrington 
NSS ·#36382 

Jeff an~ I ·arrived at the· 
library at about 7:50am. 
Shortly after we were joined 
by Ray, then Louis and Mary. 
After waiting on others to 
show we left the parking lot 
at 8:20. On the way we stopped 
at the Texaco in Guntersville 
where we were joined by Gary, 
Shannon~ and Chad. After a 
brief conversation, we headed 
fc•r the Gap. 

After a short walk we 
arrived at the pit. Needless· 
to say there were tons of 
water pouring into the pit. 
Jeff and I rigged one rope 
tl"·n-ough the "keyl·1c•l<~" and 
another over the lip. Shannon 
and Gary were the first two 
down, followed by the rest of 
us. We were joined later by 
three Birmingham ·Grotto 
members, Danny, Tonya and 

·Mark. They rigged their rope 
and the water was hitting it 
about 30' off the bottom, so 
we invited them to use our 
ropes. After trying to get 
somebody to go down the 
waterfall rope, I was elected 
to do it. Those of you who 
know me know I'll do anything 
once. It was the best drop all 
day. The water was crashing 
done on you like a fire hose. 
Nc•t to be C•utdc•ne, Je·ff" 
shortly followe~. Shortly 

., a.fte·r-:'· ·we- · p.q ll·ed·---·n::.pes······ · _ii:lricf 
everybody went their own way, 
but the trip wasn't over yet. 
Since Jeff and I were trip 
leaders, we took a ride to War 
Eagle and did that drop. I 
went first followed by Jeff 
and Ray. We finally arrived at 
the library at 8;00pm. 

. .. ~ ., . \ . 

. .. . . . ~ . 
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Caver Quiz 
YES/NO 

. , .. ~ :t .. Do you.8i~ ~aVe ~rrili5sion. from.·the land-. · .. · · · '. ·· . . 
·O'Nrier to enter his C<Mf? · · · · · · 

--. . . .. 2 ... Do yo~. ?I~ I~ your e~d·wher~9outs _ 
··: · ·arid anticipated time out ·of a eaVe. with a · 

responsible person? '··· 
__ 3. Do you know if arry of the other members 

in your group have arry caving or first aid 
experience or medical problemS? 

4. Do you use a good quality helmet? 
5. Do you use a carbide, electric, or miner's 

headlamp? 
6. Do you.carry a small first aid kit? 

___::_. . Z Ha~ yo~ ever had af')y fjrst aid .tr(;!.ining? · · 
8. · Does seeing spray paint on the Vv'alls of a eave 

disappoint yoU? 
__ 9. Does breaking formations bother yolfl. 

10. Have you ever had any formal training in 
ropewvorl<? 

11. Do you knoo what a heat tent iS? 
12. Could you stay comfortable all night in a cave 

· in the e;ent ~u become lost? .. 
13. Would you recognize the signs of 

hypothermia? 

Are You A Safe Caver? 
If you anSVver "NO" for any of the above questions, you 

should seriously consider obtaining further exposure to the 
proper safety and conservation techniques used in modern 
day caving before you unintentionally cause a major rescue 
effortto help you or accidentally destroy a beautiful cave 
formation that took thousands of years to grow and will 
never be seen again. 

• • • 1 .... ,· ._ • ·~·-· • • • 
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CULLMAN GBPTTO FLOWSTONE 

The FLOWSTONE is published monthly by the Cullman Grotto of the 
National Speleological Society. Items submitted for publication 
must be recieved by the 20th of each month to be included in the 
following month"s issue. Send to: D.Drake, 110 County Road 1386, 
Falkville AL 35622 or FAX 205-586-9301. 

Annual dues for the Cullman Grotto are eight dollars ($8) for 
individual membership or ten dollars ($10) per family. Dues are 
payable at the first grotto meeting of each year and include 
subscription to The FLOWSTONE. Subscription rate for non-members 
is eight dollars ($8) per year. 

The Cullman Grotto meets the first Tuesday of every month at 
7:30pm in the Cullman County Public Library conference room, 200 
Clark St NE, Cullman AL. Visitors and prospective members are 
welcccme • 

..-------------------- ----------- ----·---------·--------------·--·, 
QFFJ.J..:J;.R.§. ~Q!.'1!.'1IT.:I!;;:J; __ J.::IE{j.PS I 
Chairman: David Drake Horizontal: Shane Drake 

110 Co . ~~d • 1386 
Falkville AL 35622 
739-·0811 

165 Co . Rd . 13f3:3 
Falkville AL 35622 
?'3'i--C>C:>'75 

Vice-Chair: Louis Adams 
506 11th St SE 
Cullman AL 35055 
739-0369 

Vertical :Scotti Arrington 
64 Co.Rd.12A5L9

3
c.

622
j 

Falkville ~ 

Sec/Treas : Mary Adams 
5(16 11th St SE 
Cullman AL 35055 
739-0369 

COMMITTEE ~DVISOft 
Victc•r Bradfc•rd 
1486 Co.Rd. 594 
Hanceville AL 35077 
734-2809 

737--0375 

J'ef'f Ly'iYI"I 
1 198 Co .. F:d • 119lt 
Vinemont AL 35179 
734-5246 

; .. 
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J_l!ne ~-Grc•ttr: horizontal trip to Tumbling Rock. Meet at. library at 8:00a. 

June ?- Vertical training session TBA. This will serve a grotto vertical trip. Beginners encouraged to attend. 

June 10-12- SERA Cave Carnival, Cedar Cc•ve Quarry~ Murphreesbc•rc•, TN. Contact: TCB-SERA 1 PO BiJx 2458 1 

Murphreesboro 1 TN 37133-2458 1 or Carolyn Widner, 615-896-8736 

June 20-24- NSS Convention, Ft. Clark Springs, Brackettville, H. C~Jntact: 1994 Convention Central, Bo~ 43747 1 

Austin, TX 78745, Gill Ediger, 512-441-0050, Ron Ralph, 817-799-4837, or Jay Jorden, 214-398-9272. 

Oct. 7-9-Ti\6 Fall Cave-in, Sequoyali Caverns, Valley Head, Alabama, hosted by the Dc•gwr:c•d City 6rottr•. Contact 
E.T. Davis, \404l 377-1135. 

THE ECHO CHAMBER 
============================================================================== 

!iQJ:_f§ .... L .. P._Q 

a month 
ago; I recall taking 
up CD 1 Ufllr: space 
chastizing those who 
show uo for trips 
unprepared. That goes 
for those who write 
about it as well! 

K • D r a k e , 
B.Powell and I made a 
trip to Lacon to close 
the book on Lone Bat 
c:a\ie., As us.ual, 

I needed 

horizontal trip was in 
the trunk of my 
Escort ... at least it 
1-'Jas. supposed 

Because 
pro>~imi ty of 
to IT:';/ hDuse !i 

to be. 
c.f the 

the cave 
I took 

off without checking 
to make sure all was 

Upon 

arriving I found that 
the can of carbide 
that 1s ALWAYS in my 
car, was not. No prob-
lemo, I'll just use my 
helmet fTiOUnted 

electric ... oops, dead 
battery. It was 
beginning to look like 
I would have to cave 
usinq a handheld 
flashlight •. if I had 
had one. The switch on 
the hanc!hE?ld 
broken .. even my last 
resort~ a pen light, 
didn't ~·Jork. 

Well, I wasn't going 
caving without a 
light, so I thought I 
1-'JOUld just l-ur: 
Stucke·y • s and 
onE· ••• dead 
batte·:-y! 

up to 
buy 

Good thing the trip 
wasn='t. to FE·r n ••• Go 
prepar-ed Dave! 

D.Drake 

Louis Adams. 
rappelling into 
Cagle's. Chas.m 

Jackson Co. p,L 

Photo by Patrick O'Diam 
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by Kuenn Drake 
7 May 1994 

David Drake Bernard Powell Kuenn Drake 

As reported in the first version of the Flowstone, Lone Bat Cave was 
discovered during a ridge walking trip the 29th of January 1994. Although 
the find was somewhat impressive in January, espe<;:ially since we had 
searched for only a short period of time to find it, it must not have been that 
impressive because it took over four months for us to return and drop the 
mystery 40' pit. 

We had planned to meet around 2:00 at the abandoned gas station. It had 
been threatening rain all that day, and like clock work the bottom fell out 
around 1:30; not the most desirable conditions for doing a pit that lies 
directly beneath a stream bed. However, clear minds not prevailing this day, 
we decided to keep our plans. I drove alone to the gas station, arriving 
about 45 minutes before David and Bernard showed up. After watching it rain 
for several minutes .and thinking it was a good day for anything but this, I 
took off toward the sink. The others came shortly after, and into the sink we 
plunged. As was stated in the first article, the pit is sculptured with 
extremely sharp edges around the top, so rigging was going to be a challenge. 
The pit also has a wall that divides the deeper portion and most likely the 
best opportunity for continued passage at the bottom, but, after reviewing 
how we could rig the deep side we decided to do the other first and then 
play it by ear. There was a liberal-amount of water seeping through the "pit 
ceiling" (sounds like a contradiction of terms). I might add at this point that 
this was not one of David's stellar moments as our leader. For starters, he 
planned a trip on a rainy day, second, he shattered the three sources of 
lighting rule by showing up with zero functioning lights, having to borrow a 
light from Bernard, and finally, he anchored the rope to a large boulder and 
tied it off with the worst imitation of a figure eight knot since my 5 year old 
first learned to tie her shoes. Impeachment proceedings were running -
through my head at this point. We secured the anchor and made ready to 
descend. I would be the first to go down. The descent was not trouble free, 
the wall pinched together during the descent requiring a combined rappel and 
lateral chimney, not to mention after the first ten feet you are positioned 
directly under the water falling from the ceiling. At the bottom of the 
approximately 40 foot pit, there was however, a welcomed discovery. A crawl 
space led through the wall that divided the pit. providing easy access to the 
deeper side. After crawling through and descending another ten feet, the pit 
terminated with a sandy floor and a sewer crawl to the north. I pushed the 
crawl a few feet then it choked down to impassible passage. The water 
continued on and no doubt led to more passage but there was no way to 
continue. David had been waiting up top while Bernard had pushed the 20' 
drop and passage to· its termination. David was going to drop the pit, even 
though, I had communicated to him that there was no continuing passage, but 
after having some gear difficulties ~nd dropping his borrowed light some 18' 
feet down the pit to a ledge, he decided that this was not his day for an 
enjoyable "speleo" outing and waited in the dark for help. We then packed 
up our gear and headed for home. Oh yea, the bat had vacated the premises, 
so we might want to consider renaming the cave .... how about, "David's 
Waterloo". 

. . ·;--...: 
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I arrived at the Library at about 7:45 a.m. and shortly 
after, aohn; Arlon, Scottie and Victor showed -up. Scottie 
informed us ~hat he ~ouldn•t·be able to go on the trip. 
~o the ~est of us left the Library abo~t 8:36 a.m. on our 
way to sink Hole. 

Of course, we had to make the required stop at the 
famous Texaco station. Then we set out for South Pittsburg, 
Tennessee. 

We made it to South Pittsburg about 10:30 a.m. where 
we met Benjamin and Jim, t~o fri~nds of Arlon's. 

South Pittsburg must be the fireworks capital of 
the South becau.se all I saw \>.ras fireworks stores. Arlon 
just had to buy some. 

Well, we finally m~de i~ to the parking area at Sink 
Hole. After a short but steep hike, John and I rigged 
the ·rope. Arlon went down first, followed by John and 
myself. There was not a lot of water like I thought there 
would be. In fact, we barely even got wet. Until the rain 
came, but that's another story entirely. 

Arlon climbed out while John and I looked around,.then 
I climbed out followed by John. Victor then went dovm anc1 
waited for Benjamin and Jim. While they climbed out, we 
kept hearing thunder and we all knew what was coming. 

Victor was the last to come out and when.he did, so came 
the rain. John and I started to pull up the rope but it 
wasn't to be because it was hung up below. 

John then suited up and went down to 
from a log below, then he literlly ran up 
we pulled up th~ rope and we headed out. 
as we finished pulling the rope, the rain 

unhook the 
the rope. 
Of course, 
stopped. 

rope 
Then 
as soon 

And so end~d the trip to Sink Hole, except for.John and 
myself.· We were all ready to.leave but. my car wasn't, so it 
decided to overheat and make us stay a while longer. 

To make a long story short, myself and Johri took my 
thermostat off in McDonald's parking lot, put everything 
back together and headed for home. 
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Trip Report 
Beech Spring Cave 

4-23-94 
By: S. Cole II 

NSS =139108 

I arrived at the library 
at about 8:30 <early of 
course). It was a beautiful, 
warm, sunny day, the perfect 
day for a drive in the 
country. 

About 8:45 I began to 
wonder if anyone was going to 
show up, but eventually Shane 
drove up and so did Cory Lott 
and John Cammon. We waited a 
few minutes to see if anyone 
else was coming. No one did so 
we embarked upon our journey. 
Shane and I both drove due to 
the fact that our cars are so 
small. 

I can't actually say 
where we were or just how 
exactly we got there. I do 
know we were near Union Hill 
and Lamon's Cave. <Actually 
the cave is in Union Grove. 
Ed.> We turned off the 
pavement and ended up 
a short piece down 
road. After a few 
words, we stopped 

driving 
a dirt 
choice 

due to 
limbs, brush, and a garbage 
pile. 

After a very short walk 
we suited up a headed in. The 
entrance is a . short chimney, 
or if you're "chicken" like 
me, a squeeze through a tight 
crack then drop. Beech Spring 
Cave is filled with· beautiful 
formations. In particular we 
saw an impressive haystack 
formation. In several areas 
the ceiling had fallen a foot 
or so and became reattached 
through stalagtite 
fortification. We did notice 
that some of the 
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large formations were broken. 
Due to their size we 
hypothisizeo that their 
destruction might have been 
caused by blasting shock waves 
or earthquakes. Shane tried to 
fix one but we couildn't 
imagine hauling 'Quickcrete' 
through cave conditions. There 
was a great deal of "Moon 
Milk", that in places formed 
chandeliers of pure white. 
After a good bit of crawling 
here and there we came to the 
end. 

To me the end was the 
best part. A tiny waterfall 
less than a foot tall, 
surrounded by stalagtites and 
stalagmites, seemed to top it 
all off. 

The way out was pretty 
uneventful. We exited through 
the other entrance, a short 
piece up the road. We loaded 
up and began home. We dropped 
Cory and John off at Eva. I 
followed Shane a short piece
before he turned off to go to 
Huntsville. I kinda followed 
his directions and ended up at 
Cullman High School instead of 
Vinemont. I think I was 
supposed to take the 157 
bypass, but hey no need to be 
picky. I found my way home, 
which for me, is exceptional 
in itself. 

BIRDS OF A FEATHER 

"MUST BE THE TRUNK PASSAGE!" 
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NEAR MISS IN SOMERVILLE 

By: D.Drake #15430 

Kuenn Drake 
Ricky Brewer 

Lee Gibson 
David Drake 

Friday, May 27, I took 
off of work early to meet 
Kuenn and two of his working 
buddies from Electro-Design 
to go check out a cave that 
supposedly was unsurveyed and 
unpushed. Tales of a 40' to 
50' pit just inside the 
entrance sparked our interest 
even more. So, with gear 
enough to compete with Bob ~ 
Bob, we headed for what 
conscience and previous 
experience told us would be a 
big letdown. We were wrong. 

The cave is located on 
some farm land owned by the 
Puckett family. The Puckett's 
had ·known about the cave for 
years but never had the desire 
to go in and trespassing was 
strictly forbidden. For those 
reasons the chance of virgin 
cave seemed a remote 
possibility. Lee's brother and 
a friend had supposedly done 
the cave to a certain point 2 
weeks earlier but had not 
pushed it and the tale was 
they had not done the pit. 

From the road the area 
doesn't look very "cavey" at 
all, in fact we were just 
passing some guys cow pasture 
~hen Lee and Ricky in the· lead 
truck turned right and went 
through a gate on the western 
side. Soon after topping a 
couple of terrace rows, a 
grove of trees came into view. 
We pulled up to the tree line 
and climbed out of our 

••t' 
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vehicles. About a hundred feet 
into the woods a massive sink 
came into view, at the bottom 
of which was an impressively 
large cave mouth. 

The duck walk entrance 
was 30' wide or better and 
large pieces of breakdown were 
prevalent in the passage. The 
rock seemed to be a sandstone
limestone mix which led us to 
believe this was going to be a 
breakdown cave. Soon we came 
to the "40 to 50' pit" which, 
as we expected turned out to 
be about 20' and was not a pit 
at all but rather a steep 
breakdown slope. A stream 
passage at the upper far side 
emptied into the bottom and 
went somewhere, however we did 
not push it and instead 
traversed very carefully, and 
probably foolishly around a 
hairy and quite sheer lip on 
the right side to the stream 
passage ahead. The passage now_ 
was very easy walking passage 
with a few adolescent 
formations scattered along the 
way. We pushed this passage 
past a fork to a crawl that 
terminated this portion of the 
cave. We noted that a 
religious carbide caver had 
visited this area in 1961. 

We headed back toward the 
entrance somewhat dejected 
that the pa~sage had ended the 
way it did even though ~e had 
pushed some virtually 
untraveled passage for a 
couple thousand feet. 

We made our way back to 
the fork we had passed on the 
way in and decided to push the 
alternate passage that was now 
to our left. This one too, had 

. .. ·:. 
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passage it became obvious that 
this was the formation 
passage. At one point we came 
to a beautiful pool adorned 
on one side with some nice 
flowstone draperies and a 
couple of soda straws 10 or 
12" long, reminiscent of the 
ones in Cedar Ridge Crystal. 
The pool was also home to 
several white crawfish, which 
we had been seeing throughout 
the cave. On down the 
formation passage we came to a 
keyhole surrounded on three 
sides by formations, the floor 
of course was water. Beyond 
this keyhole going passage was 
spotted. The dilema was 
getting through the keyhole 
without damaging formations. 
It was decided it could be 
done so I went through to push 
the passage. Just beyond this 
tight squeeze was as miserable 
a belly crawl as you'll find 
anywhere, however since the 
cave appeared to open up past 
the.crawl I pushed on. About 
200' past the keyhole and down 
some winding passage I started 
getting out of audible contact 
with the rest of the group. 
The cave was still going 
however, although the 
formations had stopped. I 
retreated to tell the other 
three the news and to find out 
if they wanted to continue. 
Kuenn stated that we had come 
to cave so .I waited and 
wisecracked as the others 
slithered through the keyhole 
and entered what I knew to be 
40' of misery~ 

We pushed the passage for 
possibly another 600' feet 
before coming to a resting 
point. The passage had been an 
unpleasant one past the 
keyhole with lots of climbing 
over and crawling under 
breakdown. It appeared the 
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~est of the tr.ip·w~~ going t6 
be much more of the same. We 
had been in the cave about 3 
hour~ at this point and we 
were becoming weary. Most were 
ready to call it a day since 
we still had a rough journey 
ahead to get out however I 
wanted to push ·ahead a little 
further before calling it 
quits, so the others sent me 
off with their blessings and 
said they'd wait for my 
return. We should have called 
it quits then. 

After another 200' the 
passage entered a 60' dome 
room with a very large pile of 
extemely unstable breakdown 
wedged in between it's walls. 
On the other side of this pile 
appeared to be a very large 
canyon passage. My thoughts 
were of "huge trunk passage" 
but there was no way I was 
going to set foot on that 
breakdown pile. I pulled on a 
small, basketball sized rock 
to check the stability of the 
mass and sure enough it came 
tumbling out along with 
another even larger stone. I 
scanned the room and found 
another belly crawl (oh joy!) 
leading around to the right of 
the pile. As I came up on the 
other side I saw that the 
canyon was impassably choked 
with yet more breakdown but 
this room was impressive so I 
went back to tell the others I 
had pushed the cave to it's 
limit. Kuenn wanted to see the 
dome room however, so Ricky 
and Lee followed. 

I showed them the ·safe 
belly crawl, but bruised, 
battered knees and elbows were 
begging for another route. 
Kuenn found a large piece of 
breakdown that appeared to be 
safely lodged, however the 
handhold was just out of 
reach. With a little 
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assistance he was able to 
safely climb over ·the pile to 
the other side, Ricky followed 
in the same manner. I still 
wasn't sure about the 
stability of the mass so I 
began to enter the crawl to 
join the other two, Lee was 
still trying ~o make up his 
mind whether or not he even 
wanted to see the other side. 
Just as I turned to get down 
in the crawl, the pile shifted 
and huge pieces of breakdown 
came raining down in the 
passage. One caught Lee on his 
left side and lacerated his 
arm •. I was against the r iglit 
wall with my right leg still 
extended into the passage but 
other that a blow to the shin 
I escaped injury, it was 
evident thoug~, that Lee had 
not. Blood was flowing 
liberally from his arm and it 
appeared to be cut deeply. As 
he applied pressure to the 
wound I asked if Kuenn and 
Ricky were safe. They were and 
fortunately the rockfall had 
not sealed off the passage~ 

They wisely exited through the 
crawl and we began attending 
to Lee. Rocks were continuing 
to sporadically fall so we 
hurriedly retreated to safer 
confines. Lee 1 s laceration was 
approximately 7" long, 
fortunatley however, it was 
deep in only a couple of 
places and those were of the 
puncture wound ~ariety. Ricky 
had a pair of new, unused, 
cloth gloves in his backpack 
so we used one as a wash cloth 
and the other as a "gause pad" 
and tied it on with a shred of 
Lee's t-shirt. After getting 
the affirmation from Lee that 
he could exit under his own 
power we headed out under less 
than desirable conditions. We 
made it out of the cave in 
less than 20 minutes and went 

back tb The Somerville 
Volunteer Fire Dept., where 
Lee works in his spare time, 
and .redressed the wound 
correctly. 

The breakdown room we 
left, in what we dubbed 
"Puckett Cave", is still 
extemely volatile and the 
possibilty of serious injury 
or entrappment is very real 
however, the chances of 
someone pushing the cave back 
that far are slim. If it 
should happen, my only hope is 
that they are experienced 
cavers and exercise better 
judgement than we. This trip 
could very easily have ended 
in t r 0}9 e.cty_,o.:- ::"" .. 

CANDID CAVER 

Man! 'Tbat first step • s a doozy! 
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MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 

OF 

... ·· .... 

CULLMAN GROTTO OF NATIONAL SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 
May 3, 1994 

:·.·'·'·: . 

The regular meeting of Cullman Grotto of The National 
Speleological Society was called to order by David Drake, 
Chairman, on Tuesday, May 3, 1994, at 7:30 p.m. in the Conference 
Room of the Cullman County Public Library. 

The Chairman welcomed the 20 people present and advised that we 
will be accepting membership applications at this meeting and he 
urged everyone to fill out an application and pay their dues. He 
also gave a special welcome to those people attending a meeting 
for the first time. 

The Minutes of the previous meeting were read by the Secretary and 
since there were no additions, deletions or corrections, they were 
unanimously approved as written. 

David reported that we had two grotto trips planned during April 
but the· attendance was rather poor. He said that perhaps some 
people forgot about the trips and it would be worth their while to 
make notation of these trip dates to be able to take advantage of 
at least some of the outings. David encouraged more interest in 
our grotto trips and stressed that these trips are great 
opportunities especially for new people to get some experience in 
caving. 

Scotti Arrington reported that the vertical trip to Stephen's Gap 
was great with twelve people attending but there were no new 
people attending. 

Mr. Drake asked for trip reports since our last meeting. Gary and 
Shannon Dew reported that they went to Trenton Well; Jeff Lynn and 
Scotti Arrington went to Sink Hole and eagles Casm; and Victor 
Bradford and Arlon Baker reported two trips, one to Wolf Cave and 
one to Moses Tomb. 

The Chairman next discussed with the group the best day, either 
Saturday or Sunday, to plan trips. After discussion, a vote was 
taken and 12 people voted for Sunday, 3 people for Saturday, 5 
people for either day and 2 abstained from voting. 

David next announced the upcoming trips for this month. The 
vertical trip is to Sink Hole and is scheduled for May 15th and 
we will meet at 8 a.m. The horizontal trip is to Wolf Cave and is 
scheduled for May 14 and we will meet at 9 a.m. Jeff advised that 
he will go ahead to rig Sink Hole early and it will be ready when 
the group gets there. 
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David advised that we will be losing our Horizontal Trip Chairman 
this month as Shane Drake has accepted a job in Yellowstone 
National Park for the summer. 

Sam Howard gave an interesting and infor~ative program on cave 
rescue with great stress on safety. He demonstrated the equipment 
he uses and answered many questions. Sam advised that he will 
conduct a climbing school when we are ready and have enough people 
interested in attending. 

Mary Adams advised that she will put a notice in THE CULLMAN 
TIMES before the next meeting to encourage more attendance. 

There being no further business to come before the meeting, Mr. 
Drake declared it adjourned. 

APPRO FED ------------------------------------------Chairman 

APPROVED ________________________________ ___ 
Secretary 

- 2 -
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The FLOWSTONE is published monthly by the Cullman Grotto of the 
National Speleological Society. Items submitted for publication 
must be recieved by the 20th of each month to be included in the 
following month"s issue. Send to: D.Drake, 110 County Road 1386, 
Falkville AL 35622 or FAX 205-586-9301. 

Annual dL1es for the Cullman Grotto are eight do 11 ar·s ( $8) t·or 
individual membership or ten dollars ($10) per family. Dues are 
payable at the first grotto meeting of each year and include 
subscription to The FLOWSTONE. Subscription rate for non-members 
is eight dollars ($8) per year. 

The Cullman Grotto meets the first Tuesday of every month at 
7:30pm in the Cullman County Public Library conference room, 200 
Clark St NE, Cullman AL. Visitors and prospective members are 
welcccme. 

OFFICEfl~ 
Chairman: David Drake' Horizontal: Shane Drake 

110 Cc• .Rd .1386 
F~lkv~ll~.~~ 356ee 
739-0811 

Vice-Chair: Louis Adams 
506 11th St SE 
Cullman AL 35055 
739-0369 

Sec/Treas : Mary Adams 
5Q6 11th St SE 
Cullman AL 35055 
739-0369 

Vertical 

. COMM I TT~g_B_pv I SOR 
Victc•r Bl-adi"c•rd 
1486 Co.Rd. 594 
Hanceville AL 35077 
734-2809 

1.65 Co .Rd .1383 
Falky~~le A~ ~562~ 
739--0675 

:Scotti Arrington 
64 Co.Rd.1259 I 
Falkville AL 35622 
737--0375 

J'eff Lynn 
1.198 Co. F:d. 1194 
Vinemont AL 35179 
734-5246 

. . ~ . : . : . :. " 
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CALENDER 

July 9 or to-Grottc• ve\-tical tl-ip tc• Natural ~Jell or Cagle's Chasm. Beginnei-s 
encouraged to attend. 

July 16?-BrottD horizDntal trip tD Li11rock Blowing Cave. Heet at library at B:OOa. 

()ct. J7--C?-TA6 Fall Cave-in, Sequoyah Caverns, Valley Head, Alabama, hosted by the Dogwt~od City Grotto. Contact 
E.T. Davis, (404) 377-1135. 

THE ECHO CHAMBER 
============================================================================== 

LAST GASP 

Once again I'll 
use this column to 
solicit material. 

Because of work 
I was unable to attend 
last month's grotto 
s~on~dr~d htirizo~t~l 
trip to Tumbling Rock, 
however, ti-Jel ve of you 
did. Was I afraid of 
getting 12 trip 
reports? ••• no, was I 
concerned about 
getting more than one 
and having to 
choose? ••• no, did I 
think I would get 1 
report? •.• ever the 
optimist I thou~ht 

sc•meone might surprise 
me, did they? ••• no. 

A large group 
from the grotto 
attended SERA but no 
one felt "moved" to 
send in a report until 
I called Scottie and 
he graciously obliged. 

Folks, I'm not 
asking for a 
researched term paper 
here, I just need 
something to put in 
the newsletter. 
I t~ms dors 1 t ria\1e to be .. 
typed, spelled 
correctly or 
structured properly. 
Just take five minutes 
to jot down a brief 
(detailed would be 
better but I'll take 
brief at this point} 
chronology of events 
on a piece of paper 
and mail, fax or hand 
deliver Check put it 
in a bottle and float 
it down the ditch) to 
me, I'll do the rest. 

I've also used my 
last cover photo, I 
need pictures and/or 
art work for next 
month's and future 
publications and I'll 

need them quick! 
The FLOWSTONE 

would be pretty boring 
reading with nothing 
more than a cale·nde-r 
and last month's 
minut~~:· .• ~e · ·ilm6st 
found that out this 
mc•nth! 

Ed. 

BIRDS OF A FEATHER 

ARMCHAIR CAVERS 
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Trip Report 
By: Scottie Arrington #36382 

A S.E.R.A. WEEKEND 

SERA weekend started 
Friday, June 9th with Patrick 
Lynott and Jeff Lynn leaving 
Patrick 7 s house about 4am 
headed for the rolling hills 
of .woodberry, Tenn., where 
SERA was to be held. They 
found themselves waiting for 
the registration booth to 
open. After registering, they 
set up camp and headed for 
Espy Cave, a cave with a total 
length of 30,000 ft. 

A slight drizzle was 
falling as they parked at the 
top of the mountain and headed 
to the cave. The walk was 
slick and straight down. Once 
in, they found that the cave 
was full of breakdown, so 
after a brief exploration they 
headed out and up the mountain 
to the truck. This was easier 
said than done, every step you 
took forward, you slid two 
steps back! 

After working all night 
Friday, I joined them Saturday 
morning. We visited the 
vendors stands then waited for 
the climbing contest to start. 
The contest lasted all day 
with people in. all age groups 
competing. 

Later that that evening 
we decided to do a pit, so we 
looked through the guide boGk 
and chose to go to Milton•s 
Pit, a 111 ft drop typical of 
the area. The deepest pit in 
the area is Young's Pit, a 247 
ft drop with a waiting list a 
mile long. After doing the pit 
we went back to camp and 
talked to cavers from all over 
the country. When you first 

., 
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meet a rel caver, looks can be 
deceiving. They usually look 
like Grizzly Adams or a hippy 
left over from Woodstock, but 
in most cases, they're ~orne of 
the best people you•11 ever 
meet. 

We ate supper and headed 
for bed, awaking only to tear 
down camp and start the long 
drive home .•• at least Jeff and 
Patrick headed home, I headed 
for Buck's Pocket to meet Mary 
and Louis and spend the day 
with them, but that's another 
story. 

' 1993. Speleo Digest 
Now Available 

Ever explore in a nearly virgin cave only to · 
have a 1,000 pound slab come within inches of 
crushing your caving partner? Ever leave a rock 
carin to mark a possible new, deep, TAG pit and 
have someone else find and push your lead? And 
just how would you rescue a cow from a pit?? 

The 1993 Speleo Digest contains these articles 
and much more ... 

This timely publication has over 500 pages 
representing 38 states and 11 countries. Over 220 . 
cave maps and 300 descriptions abound not to 
mention chapters devoted to Spelean History, Sci
ence, Equipment/Techniques, Fiction, Poetry, and 
Humor. 

Order yours today for only $14.00 plus $3.00 
shipping from: 

NSS Bookstore, 2813 Cave Ave., Huntsville, 
AL35810 Phone (205) 852-1300 
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YOU TOO CAN WRITE A TRIP 
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This excerpt from a trip report by Dean Whitlock in 
the May/Jtm.e 1993 Massachusetts Caver has the ele
ments of a good trip report. You sense what itfeels like 
to be a novice caver. The opening sentence grabs you. 
And you do get a description of what the cave is like. 
Put these ingredients into your· report and people wUl 
read it with more enjoyment than if you merely wrote 
that the entrance passage was 50 feet of crawlway be
yond which one could go to the right downstream or left 
upstream and continued with the statistics with no sense 
that actual people were involved. 

"All right," Kevin said resignedly, "who's warm 
enough to go back in with me?" I stood quite still in the 
growing dusk under a smirking crescent moon, look
ing at a point just past Kevin's left ear. I had the sink
ing feeling that, if nobody else spoke up in the next ten 
se~onds or so, I was going to have to say, "Me." 

The trip had started auspiciously enough. It was 
Saturday, March 27, and the first truly fine day of 
spring. The sky was clear, the air was bright, and the 
snow was melting rapidly under temperatures that were 
supposed to reach the sixties, even up here in Vermont. 
It was the kind of day when your wife and six-year-old 
son, knowing full well that you're going to spend most 
of the afternoon underground--for the first time in your 
life--make jokes about your sanity. But I was still very 
excited about going into my first wild cave. We were 
going into a marble cave that, at 400-plus meters, is 
long by Vermopt standards. Kevin Harris, the trip 
leader, knows the cave very well. He had helped survey 
it and he assured me that it was impossible to get lost 
in, a Y with only three branches. The few side tunnels 
didn't go far .... 

There were eight of us in the group, down from a 
possible 13. Kevin (who had been caving since 1975), 
Lauren (who had been in two caves on one weekend 
last fall), and Carol Arme (who had been in a mine and 
in a rescue workshop, where she had been stuck above 
ground with the communicator's job). The rest of us 
were all rank beginners: Randy, Sarah, Sharon, Tom, 
and I. Lauren followed me with the buckets, and then 
came Carol Anne. The anteroom was getting crowded, 
so I ducked into the passageway and started crawling. 
Whenever we came to a branch, I shouted back for di
rections, but the others were farther back already, and 
Carol Anne had a map, so we forged on. It seemed 
Kevin had been right--it was hard to get lost ... We came 
to the wet pinch in what seemed like no time ~t ~; and 
I started bailing. 

It didn't take long to realize that the place I was 
bailing into fed right back into the sump, so I called out 
to Kevin for guidance. That's when I found out that he 

wasn't with us. Sharon had come to the first tight 
place, a foot-high slither over large cobbles. and made 
the wise decision to admit that she didn't want to go 
through that skinny tube. Tom was escorting her 
out, and Kevin was moving slowly to let Tom catch 
back up with him. 

We all searched around, and Carol Anne found 
the right spot to dump the water. She, Lauren, and I 
formed a bucket brigade, and I started singing, not 
so much to ease the work as to keep from thinking 
about the fact that there wasn't enough height there 
to sit up straight. The faint touch of the willies passed, 
and we had the pinch nearly drained by the time Kevin 
and Tom reached us. I wiped out as much of the 
water as I could with an old towel left behind by a 
previous group and then slid under the stone arch
way, taking the rest of the water with me. 

Again, the low passage seemed tq go by quickly, 
though the adrenaline had ebbed enough that I could 
notice the warm glow of our headlights and admire 
the scallops and carved protrusions on the occasional 
section not coated with mud. The marble, where it 
showed, was a softly polished white, streaked with 
charcoal and haphazard flecks of red. 

Soon I squeezed through the last pinch into the 
main hallway. I scooted out onto a big breakdown 
boulder that leads out right in front of the pinch and 
found myself with all the headroom I could want. I 
tested the echoes with a hoot of relief; enjoyed the 
sound of trickling water, and watched the mist from 
my breath fog the beam of my lamp. The light didn't 
reach the corners of the room, but it never seemed 
gloomy. only mysterious. 

Turning back to shout encouragement to Lauren 
as she came through the pinch, I noticed some odd 
bro\Vn spots on the wall across the chamber. I twisted 
my light to a spot and, with a thrill of delight, real
ized they were bats. 

. It seems silly now, but the sight of those little 
brown bats sleeping quietly there on the marble wall 
turned that meandering hole in the ground into a 
"real cave." If we had turned around right then and 
gone back out, I would have been cop. tent .... Lauren 
and l counted bats while the'others caught up, then 
joined them down on the floor of the room. That was 
when I discovered we had lost another member of the 
party back at the wet pinch. Tom was too barrel
chested to fit through. He had gone back regretfully, 
with Kevin's car keys in case Sharon had already left 
for Manchester. 

Kevin led us down a greasy slope to a short drop
off that led to the underground lake. He rigged a 
hand line and helped us down one by one. patiently 
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lead again and ducked into the space that should have 
been the exit, but it didn't seem rtght. I checked with 
Kevin, who assured me this had to be it, but I was just 
as sure it wasn't. This squeeze had sharp little nod
ules that I was sure I would have remembered. It also 
pinched down to a tiny oval. And I was remembertng 
our previous missed turns. . . . Outside [once out] a 
clear twilight filled the quarry and shone greenly 
through the thin ice curtain that covered one corner of 
the overhang. We all hooted like a troop of howler mon
keys, reveling in the smell of the air and the sense of 
accomplishment. .. 

I 
,o_ointing out the hand and foot holds and reminding us 

)ean out against the rope. We took turns scooting 
up onto the boulder that fronted the lake for a look at 
its beautiful clear water. It led enticingly away into the 
darkness of the gently winding passage, and I wished I 
had a rock to toss in, to hear the sound and watch the 
rtpples take the journey that I couldn't. 

... The tunnel, high enough to stand in if you 
didn't mind leaning at 35 degrees, went on longer than 
I expected. I called back to Kevin to make sure that we 
were indeed un the light path, when, just as advertised 
on the map, we came to the sand crawl passage. · En
couraged, I pushed on quickly, Ignoring the steadily 
descending ceiling until I was on my belly heading 
slightly downhill into the tightest pinch we had seen all 
day. I stopped and cocked my head so I ~ould peer 
down the length of it. It had a nice soft sand floor and 
a lovely round arch of a ceiling, and I could even see 
where it widened out a couple of body lengths beyond. 
But there was no way I was going to be the first one 
through it. 

I backed out into Carol Anne's face. She oblig
ingly gave me room and let me breathe a minute. I 
chanted a favorite mantra and decided I should take 
another look. It still made my stomach clench. I 
couldn't make myself go further. So we all squirmed to 

side and let Kevin get by. He took a look and mut
"~~ ed under his breath that he didn't remember its be
ing that tight. He was busy t.Iying to think of a way to 
force the passage. Our goal was a unique formation 
named the corkscrew, and Kevin was determined that 
we all get to see it, our reward for making it so far. 

"Sitting here like this isn't doing us any good," he 
said in frustration. We need something to dig with." 
People have told me that my mind makes strange asso
ciations. When he said dig, "I immediately thought of 
tupperware. My food was stashed in a tupperware sand
wich box. I brought it out, dumped the food back into 
the damp, gritty confines of the pack, and handed it to 
Kevin. Randy, being the thinnest, cheerfully agreed to 
do the digging. . . In about 10 minutes, Randy had 
shoveled enough of the sand to the side that he figured 
he could get through. He did, on his side with one arm 
out in front. Kevin followed. Kevin ,is bigger than me, 
the willies had passed, and I found I was able to go 
through with a lot of squirming and only a hint of the 
fear I had felt before. . . . The corkscrew is worth see
mg. The marble there had been scoured clean in a 
vertical tube that swirls down about 20 feet, opening 
and narrowing in dramatic whorls like an abstract por
CP1"lin vase. At the bottom, a clear, cold stream flows 

of a crack, crosses the floor, and disappears into a 
·ught squeeze that pinches out a few feet farther on. 
The polished marble and the sound of water make a 
beautiful end to the cave. 

The climb back out of the corkscrew was the most 
tiring part of the trip for me. . . . We hiked back under 
the bats to the start of the exit passage. · I was in the 

Tom met us at the bottom. He had lost his pack. 
With Kevin's car keys. He explained penitently that he 
took a wrong turn on the way out, scrambled up a steep 
tight tunnel, threw his pack into a ledge and then 
couldn't squeeze up to the ledge. The pack was still 
there, with the car keys. And waiting in Kevin's car 
were four sets of dry clothes: mine, Lauren's, Carol 
Anne's, and Kevin's. 

That's when Kevin asked someone to go back in 
with him. Lauren saved me. I was just deciding that I 
really wasn't too cold or too tired when she spoke up 
and offered to join him. . . . It took them an hour to 
find the pack, while the night deepened and the tem
perature dropped into the twenties. {On second explo
ration of the first tunnel] the base of the tube was very 
slippexy. Kevin had to use Lauren for a ladder. After 
struggling for ten minutes he finally managed to see 
the boulder choke at the top of the tube about 15 feet 
off the floor. No pack was in sight, and they started 
discussing what to do when they existed the cave with
out car keys. But there was a little hook to the side, 
below the boulder choke, just above eye level. To be 
absolutely certain he had searched everywhere, he ex
haled, heaved himself two inches higher, and there was 
the top of the pack peeking over a lip of muddy marble. 
He grabbed it and heaved. It didn't move. And now he 
didn't dare let go because it might fall in further. After 
five or six agonizing attempts, he snatched a lower cor
ner, yanked it free, and slid down on top of Lauren with 
a shout of joy. 

[Afterward] Kevin talked quietly about the attrac
tions of caving--how it taught people to work together, 
how it made you forget the outside world for a while, 
how it gave you a real sense of accomplishment. 

[EWB:. Quiptip: I fixed aYelcrcrclosed top. to the 
breastpocketojrriy coveralls and keep my car keys {and 
nothing else I'll need to dig for on the trip). Others figure 
a secret place to hide car keys on the outside of the car, 
probably avoiding the most common place, namely, in
side the cover to the gas tank where the cover doesn't 
lock. Wiring Wlder the hood works if there isn't a hood 
latch inside the car. I've sometimes used a magnetized 
key case stuck inside the bumper. But ~ in a cave 
pack.] 
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By Evelyn Bradshaw, I/O Chairperson· · · · 
The Colquitt Cave Team in. Mol.llt:J,je GA started 

out promisingly. They completed the paper work for 
NSS grotto status within short order. ~ong the way it 
was learned thaq:he en1;ire group}Vfl,S .. qQmpbsed com;; 
pletely of high sch~ol and. college stuaentS with the 
majority being high school students. The oldest mem
ber of the team was only nineteen years .old .. Neverthe
less they were accomplishing something, tricluc:Urig the 
mapping of two caves they believed had never before 
been mapped.. · .. 

This was the first grotto in the southern part of 
the state. Questioned about this, ~.e founaer<replied 
that probably the main reason why existing· grottos were 
all in north Georgia was ~at people arep't reciny aware 
that caves exist in the southern part of'~e state. This 
is untrue as tile group estimates that. there. are at least 
fifty caves within a 75-mile radius of Moultrie. . . .·· . . . . . . . 
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But only two years later they had vanished with
out a trace. The annual report mailing to the Colquitt 
Cave Team was not returned but a letter sent to the 
former treasurer \Yas returned by the Postal Service 
marked ·MNO SUCH. NUMBER." Then a look through 
recent NSS member lists revealed the fact that appar
ently the whole group had dropped out of NSS. (Be
cause they were chartered only in March of 1992 they 
hadn't been .required to file a report at the end of 1992.) 

We surmise that perhaps these young men have 
gone on to college or the armed forces. We hope that 
some of them are now active in campus-based caving 
clubs or in regular grottos wherever they went. Mean
while, however, they have left a gap in south Georgia. 
·Are there some cavers motivated to check out the 
Moultrie area? And what happened to the records of 
their explorations? Was the Georgia Speleological Sur-
vey ever in touch with them? · 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• . .' . 

:"Why Ask Why... : 
• • • • 

Why isn't phonetic spelled the way it 
sounds? 

• • ; Why do they put Braille dots on the key
• ·. pad of the drive-up ATM? 
• 
:::. Why is .it that when you're driving and 
• .looking for· an address, you ·turn down the 
: volume on·the radio?· 
• • If a cow laughed, would milk come out 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
: ~ her nose? · • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 



MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 

OF 

CULLMAN GROTTO OF NATIONAL SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 
June 7, 1994 

The regular 
Speleological 
Chairman, in 
·June .. 7 ,. 1994 ,. 

meeting of Cullman Grotto of The National 
Society was called to order by Shane Drake, Acting 
the absence of David Drake, Chairman, on. Tuesday, 
at 7:3.0 .p.m. at the_ Cullman. Count.y Public.Lirary •. 

Gaylon welcomed 15 people to the meeting. He asked the two first 
time visitors to introduce themselves and they were greeted by the 
group and invited to return and perhaps become members of our 
grotto. 

- The Minutes of the last meeting were read and since there were 
no additions, deletions or corrections, they were unanimously 
approved as written. 

A climbing and repelling class was discussed but since Sam Howard 
was not present and since he is in charge of this class, no date 
could be set and this matter will be brought up at the next 
meeting. 

The trip reports were the next order of business. Jeff Lynn 
reported on the vertical trip to Sink Hole with 7 people attending 
and he thought it was a good trip. Shane then reported on the 
trip last month to Wolf Cave with 7 people making the trip. He 
next reported on this month's trip to Tumbling Rock and was 
pleased that 13 people joined this venture and he felt it was a 
great trip. 

Shane next went into the program for the evening which was a slide 
show of Scotts Hollow Cave in West Virginia. The slides were 
furnished by the NSS Library. 

There being no further business to come before the meeting, Mr. 
Drake declared it adjourned. 

APPROVED 
--~~----------------------------------Chairman 

APPROVED -----------------------------------------Secretary 
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meeting of Cullman Grotto of The National 
Society was called to order by Shane Drake, Acting 
the absence of David Drake, Chairman, on Tuesday, 
at 7:30 p.m. at the Cullman County Public Library. 

Shane welcomed 15 people to the meeting. He asked the two first 
time visitors to introduce themselves and they were greeted by the 
group and invited to return and perhaps become members of our 
grotto. 

The Minutes of the last meeting were read and since there were 
no additions, deletions or corrections, they were unanimously 
approved as written. 

A climbing and repelling class was discussed but since Sam Howard 
was not present and since he is in charge of this class, no date 
could be set and this matter will be brought up at the next 
meeting. 

The trip reports were the next order of business. Jeff Lynn 
reported on the vertical trip to Sink Hole with 7 people attending 
and he thought it was a good trip. Shane then reported on the 
trip last month to Wolf Cave with 7 people making the trip. He 
next reported on this month's trip to Tumbling Rock and was 
pleased that 13 people joined this venture and he felt it was a 
great trip. 

Shane next went into the program for the evening which was a slide 
show of Scotts Hollow Cave in West Virginia. The slides were 
furnished by the NSS Library. 

There being no further business to come before the meeting, Mr. 
Drake declared it adjourned. 

APPROVED ------------------------------------------Chairman 

APPROVED __________________________________ _ 

Secretary 
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CULLMAN GROTTO FLOWSTONE TITLE PAGE 

The ~LOWSJONE is published monthly by the Cullman Grotto of the 
Na~ional Speleological Society. Items submitted for publication 
must be recieved by the 20th of each. month to be included in the 
fo1lowing mc•nth's issue. Send to: D.Drake, ,110 CoLmty Rc•ad 1386, 
Falkville AL 35622 or FAX 205-586-9301. 

Annual dues for the Cullman Grotto are eight dollars ($8) for 
individu~l membership or ten dollar~ ($10) per family. Dues are 
payable at the first grotto meeting of each year and include 
-subscription to The FLOWSTONE. Subscription rate for non-members 
is eight dollars ($8) per year. 

The Cullman G\-ottei.• me.e-ts the first Tuesday of eve\-y mc•nth at 
7:30pm in the Cullman'County Public Library conference room, aoo 
Clark St NE, Cullman AL. Visitors and prospective members are 
welcome • 

OFFICERS COMMITTEE HEADS 
Chairman: David Drake Horizontal: Shane Drake 

110 Co.Rd.1386 
Falkville AL 35622 

. 739-0811 

165 Cc• • Rd • 1383 
Falkville AL 35622 
739-0675 

Vice-Chair: Louis Adams 
506 11th St SE 
Cullman AL 35055 
739-0369 

Vertical :Sc:otti Arrington 
64 Co.Rd.1259 
Falkville AL 35622 
737-0375 

Sec/Treas : Mary Adams 
506 11th St SE 
Culiman AL 35055 
739-0369 

COMMITTEE ADVISOR 
Vic:tor Bradfc•rd 
1486 Co.Rd. 594 
Hanceville AL 35077 
734-2809 

Jeff Lynn 
1198 Co.Rd.1194 
Vinemont AL 35179 
734-5246 

I I 
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CALENDER 
.... ,.·· 

Augl.l~i_;;i':;?-ar.o~~o:y~r:'l;.~~.~h -tri'p·· ·. tp "4 Sisters". Only vertically 
al1owed:·:to• dq···pi tj~::'-'Begfnners.'en~ouraged ·to come watc:h. 

: .. ~-:··:~·.::-~·L~~; .. ~:-~?:~~t~~:·· ··;· ·~-~~·:;:~~--·. .: .- .· ·.: .. > 
August-:?-6rotto,:-horizoritar trip. TBA •. 

. .'' , c' ~ .. ; - .".: .: .~. ;,: , : .:. ::: .• 

proficient 

Oct .:.·:~.7.~9-TAG Fall Cave~in;_sequoyah Caverns, Valley Head, Alaba11a, hosted by the Dogwood City Grotto. Contact 
E.T.:Davis((40H 377 .. U35~···::··:~; . .-.::'. , .. ·. · . ·-· 

. ' ·:'" - . . . :·:( '·· .. : '.":· .. :~ >"· ;~···:. .·:. :' 
··~! .... • : •. : ·~ ... • •. 

:"': ..... ... · . ...... , .. 

·-' . ~;::::.::::.;\:~~.i::.:;.~;\~a~::·;·:::;·,:_THE ECHO CHAMBER 
=======---------- ---==--===--===- ----===================================== ·.( DANKE 2 ·/_':•:·;<::~):~~:~;iJ~~;.:::j:~:~.::!<f:<' ·. 

. ··. . . ··. :~··:. 

Thanks·O:.to .. Patrick Li 
and:·YScottie· ·c •. :-.tor- · ··· ... 
turning . in •trip (: . 
reports.. ·. It.'s . )four · :· · 
turrirthis month!. :.· .... ::· ··.:·. · 
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Trip Report 
7/2/94 

SURPRISE PIT 
By= Patrick ~ Melissa Lynott 

NSS :tt37613 !& :tt376.14 

At 6am on Saturday, July 
2, · ·we threw on some jeans, 
grabbed some boots, gulped 
down a cup of coffee, threw 
packs, ropes, pads, helmets, 
flashlights and other assorted 
vertical assault gear· ~nto the 
back of our Toyo~a ·4-Runner 
and headed for·· the 
Guntersville Texaco <our 
designated meeting place for 
most weekend· :caving 
adventures>. Halfway to 
G7 ville we slammed on the 
brakes for a quick egg 
McMuffin at McD 7 s. Once at the 
Texaco we patiently awaited 
the rest of our troops. The 
first to arrive was our 11 host 11 

Bill Werling, from Atlanta, 
GA., followed shortly by 
Scottie, Jeff and Rocky. 

Once the group had 
assembled and all necessary 
junk food (energy 
boosters •• i.e. Snickers bars, 
Gatorade, etc.) had been 
purchased we piled into the 
truck and headed for Nat 
Mountain. After we arrived, we 
pulled off to th·e side of the 
road, grabbed our gear, and 
h e a d e d f o r t h e 
trailhead ••• ~bout a mile up 
the road. 

After a brief :·moment of 
conversation at the t~ailhead, 
we started our ascent, which 
was uneventful. At the top of 
the mountain we shed our 
packs, donned our seat 
harnesses, safeties, knee pads 
and helmets and proceeded into 
the cave entrance, which 
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entailed stepping through a 
smal·l waterfall and some 
simple climbing. On our way in 
we observed several white 
crayfish, a handful of bats 
and a brilliant orange 
salamander. 

We made our way through 
the cave, which for the most 
part is all walking passage. 
At the rim of the pit we shed 
our packs, clipped our 
safeties into the safety line 
and prepared for .•. the crawl. 

The crawl consists of a 
ledge approximately 18" wide 
by 20" high and about 50' in 
length. This ledge traverses 
the rim of the pit and leads 
to a breakdown· bridge near the 
top center of the pit. While 
on the ledge, one must keep in 
mind that the nearest hard 
surface other than the ledge 
itself is 404' straight down. 

Everyone 
traversed the 
incident. 

in our group 
ledge without 

Once on the breakdown 
bridge, Scottie, Jeff and I 
began the process of rigging 
the rope. Once the rope was 
properly rigged and the rope 
pads in place, Jeff, Bill and 
Rocky suited up and prepared 
for their descent into 
Surprise Pit. Jeff was the 
~irst one down followed by 
Bill and Rocky. While waiting 
for those 3 to climb, Scottie, 
Missy and I contributed to the 
menagerie of sculptures on the 
cave wall. 

After Jeff, Bill and 
Rocky ascended, the remaining 
3 of us prepared for our 
descent. I went first followed 
by Missy and Scottie. While we 
were on rope another party of 

·2 arrived. We discovered when 
we reached the top that they 
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::.'· ''·}'t:·Af.tei:-~ wec.S<ascended J. Jeff 

~;!~~~ii;;g~~~~~~ii~!~;;:~~~ 
Abou:~·halfw:~Y. :'dpw_fi.\th~ <::?crawl, 
M~ssy.;-: .. enc:ouri,ter~~: :;-.·C1nother 
party_: of··· a: :from~·st.,:::.L,.oiu5,· .. MO. 
I was .. 'behind· Missy.··so-.t:backed 
off :the ledg~ .. ;~pc(:.returne.d to 
the. · breakdown:·Qf,fd_ge .··: Missy, 
howE;;~ver., was ... ·for.~ed;>.;~-':!;o. ·stay 
put· and let· .th~''oth,er··:··party 
pass::::>_.her, · c:m>;.<._.the .. :.:''.:lec:jge •. 
Luckily_,. ·:._this ,;.Emi:quqter.:. took· 
place··. at- the: ··wipest:_ p~rt;'·. of 
the l~dge, ·_.thus m~k i ng· passage 
easier.J .. ~lthougt"l still -pretty 
h·airy·~ However,- all to_ok place 
safely· . and we ... pr,oceeded ··on 
wi.tp, ... our. exit.'•f:rom:·the .c:ave, 
St9PPi.ng .·.cccas'ionally·- .for a 

. ;;i~~~i:;:~t~i~;!¥¥~~t:i~~i;.:~: 
slope'·"':' · toward:·:.~· ::···'the ·,·. ' c:ave 
en~r::~ri~e_.:_···:,:::.~··-:: .· ·":~:··:::_·.~---~:· <::~. · .. : :. ..• .. . 

...... ,Once outs.id~ 'j:he· en~ranc:e 
we/:: .. a.rr gath..ered:: .. ;fqr .:.a··.: group· 
pl")oto_;·:· .. i ·-then.:!iit~-1ppec:J· : of.f'.'our· 
mudc:JYr'i.-:outer- :,c: lo~t)~s;';<·· uttered 

. .-.;~jf~;~t:t~~~=~·.,··~:~~~;~·i;.{;~_~t~~;~~: 
this~;-pl!1;1ce!',:. ~Dtt:t~d}~aded · f.or 
trye>truc:l<.-~. ~_and !.''j;_he.:.J~~$t;:·~ p,a~t · 
wa~:*nowi ng ·<that.::·_.t,he(~walk.. back · w~~~\t:.~~ ··DOW~ .·JiJ_?-S};;?:?_;·.·: .. : .; .. : 

,. '~ 

Cave 
Safely. 

.. 
..... 

;. .. 
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Trip Report 

TUMBLING ROCK 
By~ Scotty Cole NSS #39108 

This trip-report has been 
written a great deal of time 
after the trip, please excuse 
my mistakes or overlooked 
information. I would also like 
to stress the importance of 
beino orepared for caving. 

The trip started out on a 
nice day with· a pretty good 
turnout. We loaded up and 
began our journey to Tumbling 
Rock. The trip there seemed to 
take forever, but we people 
with short attention spans 
often feel that way. Upon 
arrival we learned Shane's 
hopes of a group rate or free 
entry had fallen through. We 
paid our ~4 each and walked a 
short piece to the cave 
entrance and relief from the 
summer heat. 

The way air was coming 
out of the entrance, I thought 
.it should have been named 
"Slowing Cave". I later 
learned "Tumbling Rock" was 
right on the money. After 
sitting and ba~king in the 
cool air being exhaled by the 
the cave · for five minutes or 
sb, someone was kind.enough to 
inform me I was gulping radon 
gas. YUM YUMl After a few 
remarks about glowing in the 
dark and not needing a. 
flashlight we headed in. To be 
honest -I don't remember to 
much about the inside, the 
radon might have something to 
do with that. 

I do remember someone, 
who I shall not name, having 
his only light source go out. 
After a great deal of 
hesitation and dread I lent 
him my new Night Lite Sport. I 
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don't mind helping someone out 
who has equiptment failure if 
he.or she is prepared to begin 
with. Prepared is the key word 
here. 

At the back of the cave 
was what looked like Mt. 
Everest underground. We began 
climbing, the higher I went 
the·looser the rocks got and 
the more slippery it became. 
Yes, I'm ashamed but I looked 
down and saw someone on the 
bottom who looked like an ant. 
I then quickley decided to 
climb down before g~avity gave 
me a helping hand .• · · I do 
remember being told the top 
was beautiful. Maybe next time 
I'll go see it. 

The way out was pretty 
uneventful, except for Scottie 
Arrington getting us lost, 
well maybe lost isn't the 
correct term. We just happened 
to go the wrong direction and 
didn't particularly. know the 
difference. Once outside my 
light was returned, muddy but 
undamaged. I was also informed 
that .one of my passengers 
wasn't prepared and didn't 
bring a change of clothes. I 
suddenly had a vision of mud 
being ground into my car 
seats, accompanied by the 
sound track to PSYCHO. 
Luckily, I had brought an 
extra garbage .bag for him to 
sit on until I dropped him 
off. 

I then . decided that 
anyone who wishes to ride with 
me ~be prepared. ·He or she 
must bring at least 2 good 
sources of light and extra 
clothes. Maybe our next trip 
will be better for me. 

"o•~ c&YinQ ••nuals WUQQ••' 
carryinQ 3 aourcea of 11Qh,, 

Ed. 
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FIVE SECOND PIT 
D.Drake NSS ~15430 

D.Drake K.Drake R.Brewer 

Hulaco is nothing more 
than a crossroad with a 
caution light and a general 
store that stocks everything 
from pork'n'beans to fan 
belts. In fact, the inside of 
the store is worth the trip to 
Hulaco alone. 

Rumor had it that deep in 
the woods once occupied by the 
Cherokee was a cave with gale 
force winds eminating and a 
massive sinkhole that housed a 
five second pit! "Not many 
folks even no where it is" we 
were told of the pit, "and no 
one has ever been to the 
bottom". 

Friday, July 15th, we set 
out to do what no man had ever 
done knowing full well that we 

·were headed to a pit probably 
no deeper than 120', since 
that seems to be the norm for 
pits in that proximity and 
since our source was non-NSS. 

The hike in was to be in 
\ the neighborhood of 30 to 45 

minutes. We carried 200' of 
PMI hoping we would need more, 
much more. After a 10 minute 
stroll through a herd of 
Holsteins we ducked into the 
woods and started down a 
rather steep embankment to an 
active stream bed below. 100' 
later the stream disappeared 
over a ledge. Peering over we 
could see it's destination, a 
pile of breakdown 70' feet 
below. This was indeed a 
"massive" sink, but it had 
only taken 15 minutes to 
reach. Was this it? We were 
unexpectedly encouraged and 
climbed down the left side to 
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.:·1:'· •.:.: .. 

th~::~ffJqor:~ ... ::~::jJh~r~;.),:,.:~ere .. no 
obvious.·.!;:l eads ;.'<at.::~~~·t.he<bot tom, 
howe:v.~r.,.,:'.o_n·· the):~:'o\f\et<,~ide of 
a l afge b.reakdqwn~ inc:p .. mta in, ·we 
haCJ )!.:seen from ·>~h·e .. ,;-::,:.top .of the 

:~~-~~;g·~~a!~t~~;~:~.j~JJ"·t:o· .. ·be a 
;· .. ~'"There • may ,have .. been, at 

one j; ime, a, iat:·ge cavern here, 
as·:· ::ts .. ·indicated ;'_j·:; •. l:ly::' •· this 
impressive ~ink,. -~:~:h'owever:' . any 
passage .. leadi ng·:~-of.f/~~from the 
bottom· has·~;···been<'•'sealed ····'with 
year~ and years ·'of~ debris 
washed in by torren,:t;.ial rains, 
but· '•thad we found _(~~he·: right 
place? Surely there ;couldn't 
be another sink~ T~~b~honest 
the r~ck .formations in this 
area'were not. really:condusive 
to·,:· . .:{:':large cave.··· system,· in 
fact. we were' t 'even sur'e· what 
kind. of rock .it was,. b.ut it 
defiDatel y wasn't.,,, 1 i.mestone. 
There)·may be. limestone·be_low 
th i s:l.niusual ::cap, "-~~but· none on 
th.·e surf ace. ·. Had we:•::~~: been the 
victims of a·; prankster· or had 
we. not gone. far::.enough'?: ..... ··. 

.· :-:::.:.Kuenn. p·ushe'd•:);:_the·>stream · 
bed::>~:another, · soo.•:?ror.: iso · .. but 
fo~T,d·::nothinc;{- promi's~~g·-::so; :.·we 
abandoned·. ::'~he ··:.·., .. search· · and 
headed out. ·· · · · 

,::>Jhat . eve!li ng; the .. source 
was.ccintacted and. told of our 
frui:t~essness. He listened 
intently as our trek .. was 
retolc:i.;,, anc::t at the conclusion 

. told''·uswe had t:Gme ·wi.thin 65' 
of··r._ttie; ,"he 1 e -~'-. _:. .. ·.· .. : :·;/.~:~.:-:.·:.·>; .. , .. 

. • :-?~~~bThe ., .fo llow.i):l9 j~.;~f Friday,. 
· J'ul'y''.'22nd, I . returned . solo· to 
go<find the pit. This time it 
only ·.:took 10 minut~ .. to· reach 
the ... );,sink, · but-c .. instead of 
clirnb;ing down, )_<climbed 'up to 
an outcropping :of :r.oc~s· and 
there I found the hole. 

: ··.·star~ng, ··::.':into .... ·. the 
b 1 ac k,ness ~my. h~ar:~:i!tro.s~.: to my 
· ,.:;,;•::t~~J!}~f/':,: ?. · ·.·:. :-:~~, 1~~-~~::;:f··r~'f;;;;;:.;:_:.::v~~~·.··· , '· 
, .. ·: :. '·•' . _, .. · .. ' 

. ' 
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throat, this looked invitingl 
My hopes soon vanished when 
the bottom came into view as 
my eyes adjusted. Still it was 
a large hole, probably 30' by 
60' at the sloped bottom. I 
estimated it's depth to be 90' 
to 120'. A two second pit. A 
dozen rocks tossed in yielded 
nothing, however one managed 
to careen under a ledge near 
the floor to the left and 
sounded as if tumbled down 
further. Other attempts to get 
a rock under the ledge were 
unsuccessful. I speculated 
that the additional tumbling I 
had heard with the previous 
rock was merely it rolling 
down the sloped bottom, but I 
can't be sure. 

It's hard to believe that 
the pit is undone although 
there are no apparent rope 
burns on any of the ajacent 
trees. I'll return to do the 
pit in the next few days, then 
I'll know "The Rest of the 
Story" and I can start 
searching for "Old Blowing 
Cave" •••••• probably a bluff 
overhang. 

STEPHEN"S GAP 
.Ju 1 y 8, 1994 

D.Drake B.Powell 

Purpose of trip was to 
teach Bernard· how to climb . 
First trip for Bern, second 
for me. Road to "Pipeside" was 
extremely muddy, but oddly, 
stream bed was completely dry. 
Very little water falling into 
pit allowing us to do ·the full 
rappel. It was the first time 
Bern had done any rope work 
since the last time he and I 
had gone to Blount Springs 
rock quarry 12 years earlier. 
He didn't miss a beat. 
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The 

TRENTON:WELL 
Jackson County, Alabama 

Bill Torode 
HuntsviZZe Grotto NewsZetter 

' 14(10)97-101 

On my first trip to. the pit on February 
11, 1973, I mapped the front portion, for a 
distance of 365 feet, up_ .to JLJ.ow· crawl that 
went upstream and downstream. · This went unmap
ped until a second trip on January 31,·1976, < 

on which Eric Steenburn and.I hoped to finish! 
the map. we stopped on the.'ledge,,-·55"'feet 
from the bottom. of .the ·218 foot entrance shaft, . 
and mapped a.';short passage with,.some nice 
formations. · Next we remapped some of the pass
age at the bottom.of the pit. We also mapped 
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.·,·:_r. 
a small passage where a small .stream. from the 
entrance ran: we could not· follow the water 
which dropped down to a lower ':level.· 

We then headed for the main stream•pass- ~!'j,•·: ':i.-~ -:t''ldrw:rt·•::,·:T n:··' o;t·• ... ;·. 

'•r• 
'• 

... 

~~!ig w~;c~n:a~f o~~/~;:a~~o~~~ e~~~ v~~',;ec~~!wl~ .·:. ~ .. ~Yi.~~:~. :~~~.~.· :~~;~~.~;;;:; -~· '. ~. :~~;;~\, •••. · .. 
ed downstream .. to_ ~n area where rit· was high ·I •J?J:e4tmoo~~ ;~l;~~~~ ··· .-:att.:d1&.l' · • .. ': ,,_;:: 
enough to walk.: .. He stopped in this area, how..:. ": ,j'Eitf}j'9t:!;~i.Cs'o ft!Pil]o;¥.{91?,f ·, u,NJ·ig-!S,fi;t l'ol i..";~· .• ,•:; 
ever, because he·.:was b'yc himself. Some Georgia rr~c.;:;{ 'J"J..:, .. '~Lt '" FEtr .. ·• --~1.'\.:'?.n,•::, ,v~:• nc!!c!;):r r:•"• · · · 
cavers have gpne• beyond• this·.point in the pass- · '.;·:h·.!. :-',~'-':··; .. ~ovF.:? 0r;:! ~~ · ··-~; .:.;c;! or;:;_i. · 
age, which is mostly crawl except the short have· been''in·:·:.:.:'.la7lot''of·~very sharptrocks. . I 
area where Carl had stopped~ The Georgia decided ·to qui t•:;: :·'If 'anyone': is 'feeJ:ing'''gung ho 
cavers did not reach an end. Because of this, and is·: small';·: here·ds':'the place ·for'!y'ou. · Eric 
we decided .to crawl upstream first, as this· and I headed·'back··to'·the:upper.-level; which we 
lead was believed to be short. After crawling ·mapped·, and".then·'headed out ... ·"· t: :c. -'·. ... . 
46 feet, ·we got as far as anyone. had gotten. My next trip back was on March. ':14th with 
At this point, we had .to do some diggingr to Doc owen and J. V .·:Swearingen •. ,:; On • this trip we 
continue. After getting through, . .-we· proceeded had· a r'egister: to·;install and·· .a wire to measure 
only 23 feet before we got to another .. dig •. -:>; 1 the depth ofJ·.the ·Pit") (218 ·, feet)'.~ • .fl\;After the in-
This dig was.:veryr;extensive,,, -.but because the~; 1 · · stallationii.of:Jt:the,.--register:·,'<·;.we measured .the . 
material was loose: gravel •and ··very. easy to,•:::n l· slop·e~ftn;:;,ehe·;::-c-ave-:-irr;;order-:-:t:o·~get-:"'the -true 
move, ·we were able ·to dig .. through:·inr"about AO' total depth··of·•:the:cave, .which totaled up to 
np.nutes. The,..,crawl continued-for .. ·60··.feet and. be 28S fee-t·:~;.;~ince•:the entrance is··located at 
then we were able to climb up into a ·nice ... ' 1200 feet,,of:'elevation,· this still:~leaves 265 
upper level. . One section had some nice gypsum feet 'to the' bottom- of.::.the. mountain·:"',:· 
crystals lining the walls •. The area· ended , ·.. · · ·' :There•·are· still" :·two leads ·going;:,,.:_ One, a 
when the passage became too-narrow., We then· smalLcrawl:·in~the·vecy back•of'the. cave,· is 
turned and mapped out. Because of the ·late going· .downstream; which could easily. open up or 
hour and the energy utilized to dig through ., drop into another·•pft:~::: ·However,•·no .. air was 
the obstacles, we· did not map downstream.···'· noted ~to be' moving through this passage at the 

On February 14th, we returned to. check time •. The second lead• is a passage' at _the top 
out and map the downstream, section.· This area of ;{, .. 35 foot~~climb.up/~ walh It i:S;,located 
turned out to be very muddy and smaller t_han ---·· _o~_i;.h~_,_Je~q~;:;:;l.§Lfee'~-~.down.Lfrom.Jl:li:(~,top -of 
the upper strea!ll section. After mapping 104 the :el'l:tranc:~_;'pit. :•Tne_twall,~s .dry and··.clean. 
feet, we got to a piece of or9-nqe reflective There.·appears ·to be .a:··high canyon passage go-
tape with Carl Craig Is name on it. This. was ing of.f. The~~·:climb c'o'Uld be' done with scaling 
at the top of a 9 foot drop,· which we climbed poles :and·'cable ladder:s. · · 
down. This was as far as Cari· had gone, but.· .·' .·.This wraps ~up::.~:r;-~nton Well, for me, for a 
the Georgia cavers had gone farther without· .. • little. while.·.. :·;;:; · ,.,, 
reaching an end. Just past the 9 foot climb- ···' ·' · · · 
down is a second 17 foot pit.· This pit was · ,r .•. ,_, 

impossible to climb down, but we were able to .. , .• ~., 
climb back up into an upper lE!vel area full 
of Georgia footprints. The passage.made a 
small loop around and ended. We were able to 
climb down in this area to,. the botton{ of the . :. 
17 foot waterfall. · · .. 

We were looking for the crawlway that the : 
Georgia cavers.said they had pushed.for a long 
distance without coming to an end.· ·:·we found a. 
small .crawl going out from the bottom of the 
waterfall, but after a short distance it was 
evident that no one had been in this crawl. 
At one point I had to dig out part of the 
wall. We mapped 60 feet and I crawled on 
another 50 feet or so with no end in sight. 
i'1y l·ight started t9 dim and my pack was back 
with Er.ic. This was one of :the worst.crawls I 

0 

: 'TRENTON ·:WELL 
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Editor's note: Trenton Well is currently 
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The FLOWSTONE is published monthly by the Cullman Grotto of the 
National Speleological Society. Items submitted for publication 
must be recieved by the 20th of each month to be included in the 
following month"s issue. Send to: D.Drake, 110 County Road 1386, 
Falkville AL 35622. 

Annual dues for the Cullman Grotto are eight dollars ($8) for 
individual membership or ten dollars ($10) per family. Dues are 
payable at the first grotto meeting of each year and include 
subscription to The FLOWSTONE. Subscription rate for non-members 
is eight dollars ($8) per year. 

The Cullman Grotto meets the first Tuesday of every month at 
7:30pm in the Cullman County Public Library conference room, 200 
Clark St NE, Cullman AL. Visitors and prospective members are 
welcome. 
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C A L E N D E R 

Sept lQ-Grotto horizontal trip to Limrock BlDwing Cave. Meet ~t library at B:OOa11. 

Sept 18-Cullman Grc•tto's first annual picnic at Buck's Pocket. Arrive as early as you like, stay as late ;~. ·:D;l 

like. BYOF (bring your otm food!. We'll eat arDund lpm. Don't forget yuur vertical gear ... there's no better 
place to learn or sharpen your skills. 

Oct. 7-9-TAG Fall Cave-in, Sequoyah Caverns, Valley Head, Alabama, hosted by the Dogwood City Gn:•tto. Contac~ 

E.T. Davis, !404! 377-1135. 

THE ECHO CHAMBER 
============================================================================== 

The 
BEF:EAVEMENT 
thoughts and 

prayers of the Cullman 
Grotto are with Louis 
and Mary Adams during 
their recent loss. 

THANKS 
To Patrick O'Diam who 
beckoned to the call 
for pictures or art 
work ..•. all the way 
fy· om Argentina. 

HASTPt LA \JISH~ 

Best wishes to Patrick 
and Missy Lynott who 
will soon be moving to 
Austin, Texas. They 
say they're moving to 
start a new business, 
but we know the real 
reason is to get 
closer to the mega
holes of Me;-:ico. 

COVER PHOTO 
"FEAR NO EVIL" 

Sketch by McClellan '94 
!P.D'Diam's companion in 
Argentina) 



C A L E N D E R 

Sept 10-Grottrs horizontal trip to Limrock Blc•wing Cave. Meet ~t library at 8:00am. 

Sept 18-Cullrnan Srott~'s first annual picnic at Buck's Pc:det. Arrive as early as y[)u like, stay as late E ·f'::u 

like. BYOF !bring your nwn food!. We'll eat around lpm. Don't forget your vertical ge~r .•. there's no better 
place to learn or sharpen your skills. 

Oct. 7-9-TP.G Fall Cave-in, Sequoyah Caverns, Valley Head, Alabama, hosted tly the Dogwood City Grotto. Contac; 
E.T. Davis, 1404) 377-1135. 

THE ECHO CHAMBER 
============================================================================== 

BEF:EAVE~1ENT 

The thoughts and 
prayers of the Cullman 
Grotto are with Louis 
and Mary Adams during 
their recent loss. 

THANKS 
To Patrick O'Diam 
bee koned tc• the 
for pictures or 

vJho 
call 
art 

~tor k . .• "all the ~r1ay 

f·rom Argentina. 

Ht;STPt LA IJISTA 
Best wishes to Patrick 
and Missy Lynott who 
will soon be moving to 
Austin, Texas. They 
say they're moving to 
start a new business, 
but we know the real 
reason is to get 
closer to the mega
holes of Mexico. 

COVER PHOTO 
"FEAR NO EVIL' 

Sketch by McClellan '94 
IP.O'Diam's companion in 
Argent.i na) 
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RETURN TO 5 SECOND PIT 
5 Aug 1994 

Trip Report by D.Drake #15430 

V.Bradford 
D.Drake 

B.Powell 
c. 

In our last episode we 
learned that the "5 second 
pit" was merely a 2 second 
pit, tonight another startling 
discovery ... that and much more 
next o nR '-'=E:...::T-=U=R..:.:.N..:.-T.:....0~--=5=-----=S=E=C=O.:....:N=-D 
PITt 

<word from sponsors) 

Before I die I pledge to 
find a pit, a cave, a sink, a 
lava tube, a glacial 
crevice .•• anything!, that Vic 
Bradford doesn~t know 
about •.• folks to me that~ll be 
virgin territory. 

The embarrassment was just 
part of my uneasiness. The 
stench from at least a half 
dozen decaying carcasses 
permiated my olfactories as I 
stood atop a large breakdown 
pile and stared upwardly while 
the last few rays of daylight 
filtered through the trees and 
into the 40' mortuary. 

My judgement of distances 
had always been suspect, but I 
couldn't believe I had 
actually reported that this 
very same hole of horrors was 
90 to 120' deep? I vindicated 
myself somewhat by throwing 
some of the blame on our last 
expedition, one which had 
determined the nearby sink to 
be 60 to 80' deep, when in 
fact it was about 30' deep. I 
had merely surmised that the 
bottom of the pit was on the 
same level as the bottom of 
the sink, and the pit entrance 
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was, I guessed, 30' higher 
than the top of the sink, but 
still what an embarrassing 
miscalculation. It was just as 
well though as we only had 2 
sets of climbing gear between 
4 people and the sun was 
setting fast. To make matters 
worse, we weren;t the first 
one's to do what some locals 
had said was a virgin pit, I 
don't think any of us really 
thought we would be. The hole 
went nowhere and our day 
quickly came to an end. 

Oh, by the way, turns out it's 
the same pit Victor knows as 
"Smokey Hole". 

Before I die! 

BIRDS OF A FEATHER 

.,_, .r· ·. 
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"Trip?" Report 
July 9, 1994 

By Patrick O'Diam NSS #35852 

The weather had been hot!! 
I thought this was winter, but 
the temp was pushing 35 C (100 
F>. Even for Argentina it was 
unusual to be this hot in the 
middle of the winter. 

Saturday morning rolled 
around, the clock went off 
about 6:30, it was still dark 
and I started thinking of the 
dream I had been having. It 
was about Surprise Pit. It was 
a great dream, the water was 
not too high, but there was 
enough to give a nice mist for 
the long, hot climb back up. 
When my clock went off I was 
not ready for the dream to 
end, but it did. I went 
through the day thinking of 
what I would be doing if I 
were back home in Alabama. 

Since the day was hot, not 
a cloud in the sky, the sun 
beating down making my skin 
red, sweat running like a 
river, I thought I would like 
to do something nice and cool. 
It was a Saturday so I started 
thinking of Stephen's Gap. I 
really wanted to rig a rope in 
the waterfall, but seeing that 
Stephen's Gap is about 6,000 
miles away, that was out of 
the question. 

The caving around here is 
really limited since the 
highest mountain is only 15' 
high. Anyway the day passed by 
without me getting muddy, wet, 
dirty, or really tired. Well, 
Monday rolled around and it 
started to rain, and it 
rained, and it rained, finally 
stopping on Wednesday. 

All the streets down here 
group to go back down the 
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are dirt, so when it rains the 
streets turn to mud. Well here 
I am walking around in about 
6" of mud when it finally got 
to me. I returned to our 
"ponch" and changed into my 
cave'n t-shirt and shorts, 
went outside and rolled in the 
mud. I couldn't:stand it any 
longer, I GOT MUDDY! 

Well this is as close as 
I've come to going caving. I 
want to hear what's going on 
in your trips. Please write 
reports so I can read about 
them in the FLOWSTONE. 
<Yeah ... Ed. > This 
will also help David out and 
force him to think of 
something new to write about 
in the "Echo Chamber". 

Take care, 
Patrick 

"NOT ANOTHER TRIP TO 
SURPRISE?!" 

7/23/94 
By Patrick Lynott 

J.Lynn 
G.Dew 
S.Dew 

C.Eddleman 
P.Lynott 

I was at the Texaco at Bam 
waiting to meet Jeff, Gary, 
Shannon and Chad. We reached 
Nat Mountain at 8:40. Chad 
headed up the mountain at 8:41 
but the rest of us didn't 
start up until about 8:50. It 
was a typical, exhausting 
walk. About 19:25 we reached 
the entrance but Chad was 
nowhere to be found. We all 
wondered "Where's Chad?" We 
called for him for awhile, but 
still no Chad. Shannon, being 
in the best physical 
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condition, was elected by the 
mountain to look for Chad. 

[The night before the 
trip I left a message 
on Kenny Chandler's 
answering machine tell
ing him we were going 
to Surprise and inviting 
him to join us.J 

After Shannon had been gone 
about 10 minutes, we heard 
voices coming up the mountain. 
Lo and behold, it was Kenny, 
his female companion, Chad and 
Shannon. After asking Chad 
where he'd been, we suited up 
and headed into Fern. 

Once at the lip of the pit 
we rigged Gary's and Kenny's 
ropes to the bolts and my rope 
to the large piece of 
breakdown in the floor. Gary 
and I put on our harnesses, 
climbing gear and racks, 
rigged in and headed down the 
drop. Just under the lip, I 
stopped to take off a bar. 
However Gary, being on a new 
rope, buzzed right on down. 
About 200' off the floor I 
heard Gary ye 11. I stopped to 
answer and heard him say, 
"Your rope's not on the 
bottom". Apparently we had 
made a slight calculation when 
we lowered my rope <by 10-15' 
to be exact!), so 200' off the 
floor I switched from rappel 
to climb and ascended.(Yes 
there was a knot in the end of 
my rope!) On my way up I 
passed Chad and Kenny. Once at 
the top, I lowered down 20 
more feet of rope and told 
Jeff to head ondown. 
Meanwhile, Kenny's infamous 
female caving companion sat on 
a rock, shivered and smoked 
about a half of a pack of 
cigarettes. 
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After Chad rappelled 
Shannon rigged in, backed over 
the edge, and was awe-struck 
by the shine of headlights the 
size of pin points at the 
bottom of the pit. After this 
initial bewilderment, she 
rappelled down the drop. 
Meanwhile, Kenny was on his 
fifth climb of the day. 

After Jeff pulled himself 
over the 1 ip, I got back on 
rope and rappelled down again, 
(to the bottom this time!> 
When I got to the bottom I 
noticed Kenny walking down to 
the waterfall. He then 
proceeded into the waterfall 
saying, "Just cooling off". 
When he returned, we spoke for 
a moment and then we got on 
rope. We both turned out our 
headlights and began to climb. 
I stopped for a minute to 
adjust my bungy cord and gaze 
at the awesome immensity of 
Surprise Pit. When I reached 
the top, I dragged myself over 
the lip and chugged down some 
Gatorade. Gary, Shannon and 
Chad bounced the pit once more 
before we pulled the ropes and 
packed up our gear. 

By this time Kenny's female 
companion was shivering 
uncontollably, therefore Kenny 
decided to come with us and 
get her out to the entrance. 
At the entrance we changed out 
of our caving clothes and 
headed down the mountain. 
Kenny left his companion at 
the entrance and headed back 
into the cave to bounce the 
pit 4 more times in order to 
complete his vertical mile. 

We got down the mountain 
without incident, said our 
goodbyes and headed home. 

Bye'. 
Patrick Lynott 
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THE FIRST DESCENT OF THE 
SOTANO DE LAS GOLONDRINAS 

In December, 1966, T. R. Evans, Randy Sterns and 
Charles Borland hiked up into the mountains west of 
the small town of Aquismon in Mexico to investigate 
the area for its caving potential. They followed a 
well traveled mule trail leading to the town of Tama
patz. While on the way Indians told them of a deep 
pit with many birds living in it. It was called the 
Sotano de las Golondrinas. 

Arriving at the awesome entrance, the three cavers 
were stunned when they found that a rock dropped into 
the pit took more than ten seconds to reach bottom. 
This indicated a depth of over 800 feet. The pit was 
not entered at this time due to the lack of a long 
enough rope. 

FIRST EXPEDITION 

The morning of March 31st, 1967 found twelve of 
us arriving in Aquismon. Squire Lewis and Nancy 
Walters had come down from Pennsylvania and had 
given me a ride from Austin. T. R. Evans, Jon Mor:s"e, 
Sid West and Bob Hugill had come from Maryland, Bill 
Cuddington, John and Sandy Cole and Dan Hale had 
come from Alabama. Sandino Techo, a friend of the 
Coles, had come up from Xilitla, Mexico. 

By chance our arrival occurred just as the elemen
tary school began its morning recess. We soon found 

While ( r. to l.) John Cole, Jon Morse and Sid West 
create slack in the main line, Dan Hale eases over 
the edge on the start of a 1098-foot rappel. The weight 
of the rope (65 pounds) causes getting over the edge 
to be very difficult. (From a color slide by Bill Deane.) 

-Bill Deane 
A.M.C.S. 

ourselves surrounded by fifty curious children while 
an equal number of just-as-curious adults discreetly 
eyed us from a distance. Our first act was to inform 
the Presidente of our intentions and asked him for aid 
in locating a mule team to carry our equipment. Soon, 
the police chief was escorting T. R. around the town, 
but to no avail. After two hours of talking we learned 
that all of the mule drivers were already gone for the 
day. We had arrived too late in the morning. By noon 
we had become rather discouraged. Then our luck 
changed. A mule driver who had come down from 
Tamapatz agreed to carry our equipment up the next 
morning. Squire and Nancy were eager to see the 
countryside so they, T. R., Bob, Sid and Jon decided 
to hike part way to the Sotano that afternoon. The 
rest of us would hike up with the mules the next morn
tng. 

CAVES ON THE TRAIL 

Early the next morning the remaining six of us 
were back in Aquismon. We assumed that T. R. and 
his group had traveled two-thirds of the way the pre
vious day and would arrive at the sOtano by 1:00 p.m. 
Traveling with the much faster mules we expected to 
arrive at the pit only three hours after they did. Again 
our arrival coincided with a school recess. We began 
to feel that these recesses were spontaneous in nature. 
While our mule driver loaded the equipment, John and 
Sandino amazed the children with a demonstration of 
our walkie-talkies. 

Soon we were packed and began the hike. It is 
only 15 kilometers from Aquismon to the sOtano. How
ever, we found the going to be slow due to the heat. 
We questioned several Indians we met on the trail and 
learned of two caves. One was a pit called the Hoya 
de Guaguas (WA-WAS). T. R., Bob, Sid and Jon later 
found it was a 400 to 500-foot drop to a sloping plat
form and then a 500 to 70G-foot qrop. The pit is still 
unexplored. The other cave is visible from the trail. 
Its entrance is about 20 by 75 feet but it is only 100 
feet long. 

THE HOLE 

That evening the twelve of us gathered together 
at the edge of the Sotano. Words cannot fully describe 
the impressive entrance. It is an immense hole descend
ing into nothingness surrounded by jungle. A plane 
table survey conducted in June measured it to be 160 
feet by 205 feet. The western edge is 100 feet higher 
than the eastern. 
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Squire took out his railroad watch and began timing 
the large rocks we were dropping into the pit. It was 
amazing to· watch them fall and fall and fall. Then 
you would hear a distant boom as they hit bottom and 
Squire would announce "11~ seconds". This was 
rather amusing since T. R. had told us it was a lQ
second drop. This extra 1~ seconds meant that the 
pit was 200 to 300 feet deeper than the 800 feet we 
had expected. 

A:dding to the beauty of the SOtano are the thou
sands of green parrots and tens of thousands of 
swallows, or golondrinas, that nest in it. At sunset 
the swallows return from the jungle and fly in a great 
circle above the pit. To enter the pit they fold their 
wings and dive into it at speeds estimated to be 50 
to 60 miles per hour. They dive for several hundred 
feet before opening their wings to slow themselves. 
The parrots try to imitate the dive bomb tactics of 
the swallows. However, they are not very graceful 
and it was not unusual to see a tangled blob of green 
falling into the pit screeching its head off. 

PREPARING FOR THE DESCENT 

Arising early the next morning we began our prep
arations for the descent. Our main task was to rig 
the rope into the pit. Bill Cuddington had brought his 
118Q-foot section of one-half inch diameter Samson, 
2 in 1, Nylon Braid rope. Exhaustive tests have 
shown this to be the finest known rope for use in ver
tical caving. Its main characteristics are that it 
doesn't spin, has very little stretch and tests at 7500 
pounds tensile strength. ( Bill Cuddington now has a 
dealership for this rope and sells it at wholesale prices. 
He does not make a profit on the sale of this rope. 
Persons desiring a length are urged to write him for 
details.) To prevent the rope from snarling with itself, 
Bill has braided it in "8ths" rather than coiled it as 
normally done. Braided the rope was about 40 feet 
long and 7 inches in diameter. It looked like a· giant 
white python. We carefully unbraided it and laid it 
around the edge of the pit. Then we slowly lowered 
one end into the pit and secured the other end to a 
70 foot rope wrapped twice around a limestone out
cropping. The operation required most of the morning 
to do. We could see that the rope touched bottom. 
We knew that 1165 feet of rope was actually hanging 
in the pit . 

THE RAPPELL 

Since it was the efforts of T. R. that led to the dis
covery, he had the honor of being the first down. T. R. 
put on his rappelling equipment and sat by the edge. 
Bill and John pulled up several feet of rope to create 
slack so he could rig on and ease over the edge. 
Great care was needed since the weight of the rope, 
65 pounds, made it very awkward to handle. Once 
over the edge T. R. arranged his pack and began the 
the rappel. He carried one of the walkie-talkies with 
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The bottom of Golondrinas looking SE from the NW 
comer of the pit. The far wall ranges from 700 to 900 
feet away. Bill Cuddington and jon Morse can be seen 
in the center of the picture. They are about 300 feet 
away. (From a color slide by Bill Deane.) 

him, but we had agreed beforehand that except for 
emergencies there would be no radio contact until he 
was on bottom. About 20 feet down he pushed aside 
a small tree limb. This was the last thing he was to 
touch besides the rope for the rest of the rappel. From 
there on the walls continually recede away as you go 
down. When you land on bottom, the nearest wall is 
200 feet away. 

Our proceedings had been watched very quietly by 
about 20 Indians. The SOtano had been a common 
feature of their lives and I doubt if they had ever con
sidered that someday someone would go down it. 

The minutes passed slowly. I kept myself busy 
photograj±ting the descent. It was fantastic watching 
T. R. disappear into the blackness below. Finally 
after 30 minutes we could see that he had reached 
bottom. A few more minutes passed while he derigged. 
Then came the radio call we were waiting for. A very 
astonished T. R. informed us, "You won't believe the 
size of this place!" After giving us a brief descrip
tion of the bottom he began walking around looking 
for leads. 
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.. ·.· Bill rigged. onto the r;pe :nd began his rappel. <Th.e 
Indians couldn't pelieve their eyes .• It was bad enough 
to. seeoneman disappea,r into the.immense sOtano but 
to see a second man go in was simply c0o mu~ll· From · 
then ori our audience stayed with us constantly and 
grew. in n:um.bers ... After Bill was ·doWn .Bob rigged or 
and became. tl:te,third pers()n down~ 

To speed. things lip we decided to. rig a second rope. 
We tied John· Cole's ... 86~ foot secci0ni to his. 267foot 
section. After. the rope was let out Sandy ~sked over 
the walki~-talkie how much was laying on bottom •. Bill 
replied, "The rope. is still .70 feet off the floor, let 
some more slack out!" She laughed and tol!f him we 
had let allJ:he rope. out. We e·scimated that 1030 feet 
of rope was hanging in the pic, and yet, it wasn't 
enough to reach bottom! · 

SURVEY AN[) RECORD 

In June; a secondA.M.CS. team conducted the 
plane table survey mentioq.ed earlier. They found chat 
the minimum possible drop happ~ned to be where we 
haq hggedthe sec:i>nd rope~ndwas.l09~ feet~ It :vas 
a 1098 foot drop where w~ h!ld rigged nhe first rope. 
This. broke by .. 64 feet. the. ~xi sting world's. record held 
by .. the··.Lepineux .~ntranc~of the qouffre de la Pierre· 

· St. .Martin in France.. Mexico had produced .her first 
world's record. · 

D~n rappelled in riext carrying a. 300-foot. section 
·of Goldline rope. After .Dan reached bottom,T• R· 
began the pru,sik outcarryingthe same rope. He. dimb'
ed about 80feet.and stopped. Bob, Dan an<f Bill pulled 
the rope he was• 00 over tO where he could reach the 
dangling end ~f the second .main line.. . He tied the. 
3007foot rope o~to the end, givirig us a:seco.!lq colll
plete rope to.· the bottom. Using Jumars Bob· prusiked 
up to T.R •. and together. they continued up the rope. 
It too[< them 2~hours to reach the cop .. T. R. was grin-
ning like a Cheshire Cat. as he came o*'er the edge~ 
Three da.y.s later he was still grinning. 

BOTTOM 

Meanwhile, Dan and .Bill had decided ~o spend the 
night. on the bottom .• lagreed .co bring.down che.·neces
s~ry campin~ .· equipm:nc and join ·. th~m ·for the niglu. 
By thistime it was su(lset and the birds had ret:urned. 
I decidecl.to lee them fi~ish entering the pit b~fore I 
rappelled in .. Follov.ring Bill's. suggestion v,re ope11ed · 
up. the sleeping bags and threw them into the pit. 
They floated .down like a big leaf, caking · · 

The ~appel was fantastic! Evening had'began and 
by the time I w.as 200 feet .down I couldn't s~e .my. 
hand in front of my face. . The entrance was. faintly 
visible agains~ a starry background. I purposely hadn't 
c:umed my carbide light on because of.the dangerof 
burning the rope. The only way I could .tdl L was mov-
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tog motion of the rope slowly passing 
through my hand; ·I was. using a rappel device called 
a "rack" designed by John Cole.* It is the finest 
rappelling device yet designed. . The ability to add 
more breakbal'S as you d~sc:end is a must on a long 
drop. such as this. 

Touching down I was given an interesting \Velcome 
by. . Bill Cuddington. He said, "Hi, Bill. Hope the 
bugs don't get wors.e. Sit down. andresto'' Turning 
my light on I was soon enyeloped it). a cloud .oLin
sects. I hastily turned it off. After. resting we sec 
off across a brown desert. of bir.d guano. It covers 
95% ofthe bottom. We spread aplastic carp .over the 
guano a!).d put our eguipment and sleeping bags on cop. 
L sh()uld me.n:tion that· the guano is odorless, dry and 
looks like peat moss. It makes a tremendous mattress. 

We ate and .talked for a while and .then went to 

sleep. Tb.e night was. uneventful except for around 
midnight when. an animal .the size. of a ca.t visitec:l us. 
I should add that. tl:te birds n:ev.er shut up; . 

I woke at 7. o'clock the. next morning; Rolling ov~r 
I loo.ked out .onto a bizarre and awesome sight ... :: 
the bottom oL Golondrinas illuminated by ciaylighr. · 

T •. R. J3van'_s and Bob Hugill are shown prusiking out. 
They ar.e about 7) feet down. . It is commcm practice 
to PrJJ.~ik . · lfl''diameter Samson rope~ 
(From q earl eo) 
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Oct. 7-9-TAS Fall Cave-in! Sequoyah Caverns, Valley Head, Alab<ula 1 hosted by the Dogl'loud City Grotto. C[<T:ta·:t 
E.T. Davis, 14041 377-1135. 

THE ECHO CHAMBER 
============================================================================== 

APOLOGIES 

A s 
ct-,airman, 
fcq- my 
attendance 

you·,
I apc<logi:ze 
lack of 
at g·rc•tto 

My job requires me to 
work on Saturdays and 
church knocks me out 
of Sundays. I wish I 
could tell you it'll 
get better but as of 

COVER PHOTO 

~nane Drake in trunk 
passage, ledbetter's 
Saltpeter~ Marshall 

Cc•unty, AL 
sponsored functions~ I can't. 
most recently the 
annual picnic at 
Buck's Pocket. 

Please bear with me, 
I'm looking for a M-F 
9 to 5 ..• but then 
again aren't we all. 

New Viruses Are Com.ing! 
Source wtknown 
Submitted by Evelyn Bradshaw 

Following is a condensed list of some new com
puter viruses everyone should be on the lookout for. 

Paul Revere Virus: This revolutionary vinls does not 
horse around. It warns you of impending hard disk 
attack-- once if by LAN. twice if by C:>. 

Federal Bureaucrat Virus: Divides your hard disk 
into hundreds of little units, each of which does prac
tically nothing, but all of which claim to be the most 
important part of your computer. 

Adam and Eve Virus: Takes a couple of bytes out of 
your Apple. 

PBS Virus: Your programs stop every few minutes 
to ask for money. 

AT&T Virus: Every three minutes it tells you what 
great service you are getting. 

MCI Virus: Every three minutes it reminds you that 
you're paying too much for the AT&r virus. 

Airline Virus: You're in Dallas, but your data is in 
Singapore. 

Star Trek Virus: Invades you system in places where 
no virus has gone before. 

Kevorkian Virus: Helps your computer shut down 
as an act of mercy. · 

Ollie North Virus: Causes your printer to become a 
paper shredder. 

Nike Virus: Just does it. 

Government Economist Virus: Nothing works, but 
all your diagnostic software says everything is fine. 

I 
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FANTASTIC PIT 

Trip Report 
by 

Patrick Lynott 

P.Lynott V.Bradford 
G. Dew S.Dew 
A.Baker J.Lynn 

C.Eddleman 

We met at the McDonald's 
at the Trenton, Ga exit at 
7:30 am on July 16th. We sat 
and talked for awhile, then 
Victor went and stocked up on 
milk and Goobers. We then 
headed for Pigeon Mountain. 
When we arrived, Alan Padgett 
the editor of "On Rope") was 
there. We talked with Alan 
while we unloaded our gear. We 
came to find out that he is a 
Park Ranger there at Pigeon 
Mountain. At the parking lot 
there was a spring called the 
Blue Hole. Alan explained you 
could judge the amount of 
water flowing into Fantastic 
Pit by how much water was 
coming from that spring, 
because that's where it 
originated. 

We started ascending 
Pigoen Mountain at about 9:30. 
One mile and about 45 minutes 
later, we arrived at the 
entrance of Ellison's cave 
with weary legs. We entered 
the cave via the "Ecstasy" 
entrance, which is a man made 
hole that bypasses the natural 
entrance known as the "Agony" 
due to the 1500' belly crawl 
through water. We made our way 
down the stand-up walking 
passage with a small stream 
flowing through it, which led 
to the 125' warm up pit. We 
arrived to find another rope 
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already rigged. We could hear 
muffled voices through the 
waterfall that falls into the 
pit. We weren't sure if the 
other party was coming out or 
just going in so we decided to 
give them some time. After 
about 20 minutes had elapsed 
we decided to rig to the bolts 
that were in the ceiling> No 
pads were needed because all 
the rocks were worn smooth by 
ropes over the years. We fixed 
the heaviest bags of gear to 
the bottom of the rope and 
began to lower it into the 
pit. 

Gary Dew was the first to 
rappel, followed by Shannon 
Dew, Chad Eddleman, jeff Lynn, 
Arlen Baker, Patrick Lynott • 
and Victor Bradford. Once at 
the bottom we gathered our 
gear and headed up a 
relatively steep slope that 
was covered in mud. This 
required some simple climbing, 
most of which was less than 
10' up. We then passed over a 
very narrow, natural stone 
bridge that was extremely 
slick and had drop-offs of 15-
20' on either side. Next we 
climbed up a small slope which 
led to the Nuisance drop. We 
actually climbed up this drop 
to a passage which led to the 
Attic. This was a stand-up 
walking passage with an 
extremely slick gray clay 
floor littered with 30' holes. 
At the end of this passage 
there was a crawl which 
consisted of a 90 degree turn 
on an 18" ledge which sloped 
toward Fantastic Pit to the 
right. Above you to the right 
was a huge boulder the size of 
a Volkswagen which was 
supported by nothing and 
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looked suspiciously loose. 
After everyone had traversed 
the ledge we gathered in the 
waiting roam at the Attic. 
There was a rape rigged to the 
bolts in the ceiling and there 
were twa climbers ascending 
it, sa we all sat dawn and 
waited patiently. Once the twa 
were up and safely off rape we 
discovered they were from 
Canada and had driven all the 
way to Alabama to do what they 
considered same of the best 
vertical caving in the world. 
They pulled and wrapped their 
rape, said goodbye and left. 
Then it was our turn. 

Victor Bradford was in 
charge of rigging the drop. He 
tied a triple bowline and 
rigged it to the bolts. Then 
the first person prepared to 
descend. Gary Dew was the 
first one dawn, fallowed by 
Shannon and Chad. Then Gary 
and Shannon climbed up while 
Chad waited at the bottom. 
Then I prepared to rappel. 
After double checking my gear, 

,Victor grabbed the rape and 
pulled in same slack sa I 
could rig in my rack. 
Confident that I was rigged in 
properly, I gave Victor the go 
ahead to release the slack. As 
I felt the rope tighten, an 
eerie dream-like calmness came 
over me. I then swung out over 
the pit. I can remember being 
only a few feet from the 
others, but at the same time 
feeling totally alone. I was 
pumped with adrenalin! 

I had rigged in with all 
six bars since I didn't know 
what to expect in terms of 
rape speed. I pulled the sixth 
bar down and didn't move an 
inch. I thought to myself "tao 
many bars." I picked up the 
rope, popped off the sixth 
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bar, pulled dawn the fifth bar 
and began to move. I peered 
into the abyss of black 
nothingness and saw a tiny 
pinpoint of light, which was 
Chad's headlight. It was only 
then that I fully realized 
what I was about to do. 

By this time I had passed 
the balcony, which is at the 
510' level. I could hear the 
water running into the pit. I 
spun slowly an my way dawn and 
expected to see the walls of 
the pit., but they were too 
far away. All I could see was 
the shimmering of my headlight 
in the moist air. 

Abau t 200' i nta the 
rappel, I encountered a patch 
of haze about 150' thick. At 
this paint all I could see was 
the rope and the rack in front 
of me. With the air sa thick 
with moisture, I could see 
neither where I had came from 
nor where I was going. Another 
200' and I was aut of the fag. 

About 200' above the 
floor, I looked dawn and could 
see the shimmering of my 
headlight in the calm pool of 
water at the bottom of the 
pit. At this paint I stopped 
and reattached my sixth bar. 
As I put an the brakes, I 
could feel the rape above me 
stretch. About 10' off the 
floor, I looked dawn again to 
see where I would land and 
noticed about 6' of rape 
coiled up an the ground. I 
touched dawn safely, de-rigged 
my rack and gave the off rape 
signal. As I stepped aut of 
the rack fall zone, I noticed 
that now there was only ~ of 
rape an the floor of the pit~ 
I spoke briefly with Chad, 
then began to explore 
Fantastic Pit. 

I heard Jeff ye 11 "on 
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repel" and about a minute and 
a half later, he appeared. As 
soon as Jeff got off rope, 
Chad rigged in and began to 
climb. 20 minutes later Chad 
yelled "off ropel". Then Jeff 
rigged in, climbed about 100' 
and stopped. As I rigged in, 
Jeff began to spin, almost to 
the point of being sick. I 
climbed up to within 8' of 
Jeff and he indicated to me 
that when I had loaded the 
rope, his gear stopped 
tracking. Climbing with gear 
that doesn't track properly is 
exhausting, so Jeff climbed in 
bursts, which was fine with 
me, 'cause I'm no speed demon! 

As I approached the top, 
I could feel the fatigue in my 
legs and lower back. The sweat 
from my head had condensed in 
my helmet and had begun to run 
in my eyes. I had to stop 
every few seconds to rub them. 
Once Jeff reached the top of 
the pit, I waited for him to 
get off rope. I then climbed 
to the top, hooked my safety 
into the safety rope, pulled 
the pin from my knee Gibbs, 
released my chest roller, and 
stepped onto the ledge of the 
pit. I then reached for my 
safety and pushed it tight up 
the safety rope. At this point 
Victor grabbed the mainline, 
pulled slack in it and pulled 
the pin in my ankle Gibbs. At 
this point all I wanted to do 
was get something to drink. I 
guzzled a quart of Gatorade 
and sat down. 

Next on the rope was 
Arlen Baker. Arlen rappelled 
down and gave the off rope 
signal. Victor followed. While 
waiting for Arlen and Victor 
to climb, the rest of us sat 
at the top of the pit and 
gorged ourselves with peanut 
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butter crackers, Snickers and 
Power Bars. After about 45 
minutes Arlen appeared at the 
top of the pit, followed by 
Victor. 

With everyone down and 
back up, we gathered our gear. 
Shannon began to complain that 
she was cold. It was then that 
we noticed she was shivering 
uncontrollably. We told 
Shannon it might be a good 
idea for her to head on out. 
Chad offered to escort her. 

Jeff and I had the 
arduous task of pulling the 
rope, while Victor and Gary 
stuffed it back into the rope 
bag. We double checked the 
area to make sure we weren't 
leaving anything behind and 
began the trek back. We passed 
our ghear around the ledge of( 
the pit and began to retrace 
our steps back to the warm-up 
pit. At the Nuisance drop 
everyone pulled out their 
racks and got ready to rappel 
this 18' drop. Gary noticed he 
didn't have a rack. Arlen was 
the first to rappel, when he 
reached the bottom he yelled 
"Hey, there's a rack rigged 
into the ropel". Apparently 
Shannon had accidently taken 
both racks, and upon realizing 
this, left one where it was 
sure to be found. With this 
mystery solved, everyone 
finished the short rappel of 
the Nuisance drop and 
continued on to the warm-up 
pit. We arrived at the pit and 
ascended without incedent, 
leaving the heaviest gear 
attached to the bottom of the 
rope. With everyone up, we 
hauled up the gear, rolled up 
the rope and headed for the 
entrance. We arrived outside 
the entrance to find Shannon 
and Chad warming themselves in 
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front of a fire. (How cozy!) 
Everyone spoke briefly, caught 
their breath, and headed down 
the mountain. 

: . . . . . . 
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and _H countries. ()ver 220 ~ mitpl'l and 30(fd 
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Spelec rn~~:~~{If91r ~1m I9ad " 'rill~ i; 
through 1982 Spelw Olgest.are now beinl( offer. . 
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tlon of material fro!'ii grotto newalettenil published iii 
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NATURAL WELL 

Grotto trip report 
by Jeff Lynn 

The trip to Natural Well 
began at 9:00 Sunday morning 
at the library. Patrick L. was 
the first to arrive followed 
by myself and Bernard. We then 
met Ricky Brewer and Gary M. a 
little over halfway to the 
Well. We arrived at Bill and 
Miriam Cuddington's house at 
about 10:15. We then walked to 
the Well, but before we got 
there we stopped at a small 
bluff about 30' high and 
rigged a rope so that Ricky 
and Bernard could try a rack 
and climbing gear. 

We then proceeded to the 
Well where we rigged two 
ropes. We all did the drop and 
climbed out with no problems. 
Incidently, this was only the 
second drop Ricky had done 
including the 30' bluff and 
Bernard had only done 
Stephen's Gap and the bluff. 
Both did an excellent job. I 
would like to give special 
thanks to Bill and Miriam for 
their help and expertise. They 
went out of their way to 
ensure a safe and fun day of 
rappelling and climbing. 

Bill showed Ricky and 
Bernard how to use the rack 
and he also climbed out of the 
Well with Bernard so he would 
be comfortable. Those of you 
who did not go on this trip 
really missed out! 

NSS 
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MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 

OF 

CULLMAN GROTTO OF NATIONAL SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 
September 6, 1994 

The regular meeting of Cullman 
Speleological Society was called 
Chairman, on Tuesday, September 6, 
Conference Room of the Cullman County 

Grotto of The 
to order by David 
1994, at 7:30 p.m. 
Public Library. 

The Chairman welcomed all members and guests. 

National 
Drake, 
in the 

The Minutes of the two previous meetings, July and August, were 
read and since there were no additions, deletions or corrections, 
they were unanimously approved as written. 

The Grotto Family Picnic at Buck's Pocket scheduled for September 
18th was discussed. This will also be a fairwell to Patrick and 
Missy Lynott. Everyone will bring their own lunch. 

Jeff Lynn discussed the plans for the upcoming trip to Whiteside 
and will give us a trip report on this venture. 

Bill Cuddington gave a very interesting and 
explaining various repelling and climbing 
elaborated on safety and the proper use 
equipment. We feel very honored to have Bill 
his expertise. 

informative program 
equipment, and he 
and care of this 

give us his time and 

There being no further business to come before the meeting, the 
Chairman declared it adjourned. 

APPROVED __ ~~----------------------------
Chairman 

APPROVED __________________________________ _ 

Secretary 
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C A L E N D E R 

COVER: Arlon Baker and Louie Adams Rappelling at 
Buck's Pocket State Park - Grotto Picnic on September 18, 1994 
Photo courtesy Bernard Powell 
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HOOPER~s WELL 
2B fJct 

Trip report by S.Drake 
NSS :1=!:3-b742 

Friday appeared as a free 
day on both mine and David's 

filled it with a 
quickl·i 

tr :Lp. hie 
started out on what we 
anticipated to be a day full 
c..-F· bc~Lrnc i ng pits~ hc<t•'-.tt:?\l(?.r ~ it 
turned out to be a tour of 
some of Monte Sane's finest 
natur·e tr·<:.<.ils. 

We quickly covered the 40 
some odd miles to Huntsville 
and found ourselves headed up 
Monte Sano mountain. 
deciphering the directions we 
found ourselves at where we 
thought we wanted to be 1 On 
the Burritt Mountain nature 
trail. We proceeded down the 
trail passing the various 
natural and geological 
exhibits. None of them 
included Hooper"s Well, which 
is what we were interested in. 
When we had traversed what we 
had thought to be the 

1 <'2·ft the 
hospitality of the trail and 
started bushwhacking. After 
searching that portion of the 
southern side of Monte Sano 
mountain, we decided the pit 
was not to be found there. 

We then started off 
search of Natural 
search for Natural turned 
to be more fruitful albeit 

:i.n 
The 
DLtt 

~·J :i. t h 0 U t: ~~- C• 11\\-:-? 

t;he pit 
a·c·,;{ i <:?t~l" 

!iJ it!···, 
kiE~ ·four·,d 

1ittl(2 
difficulty, however previous 
horror stories about slashed 
tires and ransacked vehicles 
led us to believe a hasty trip 
back to the truck was 

Upon deliberation 
we came up with the plan to 
continue looking for Hooper's, 

-----------.. t:{~j_~!.£1:1!~£fL __ :!,_.:1_9 ,:,. ____ F'.fL ... 9.. __ _ 

drop it, and then come back to 
NatL\ro::d. 

Returning to the truck we 
found everything intact. We 
then started looking for 
someone who could shed more 
light as to the location of 
Hooper's Well. A short drive 
placed us at the headquarters 
of MonteSano State Park. A 
qu:tck tc1ur 
s:.oo·n put u~:, 

tht,·? ra·ngf?r, 

of the campsites 
in contact with 

out to be, was a 
(Now those are 

Ci::c.ve-:- t:oc!" 

dollars well spent) Apparently 
direction giving 
his courses of 
Ranger Tech. His explicit 
directions were sufficient 
enough to get us to the 
trailhead and tell which side 
to look on but managed to 
place us nearly a mile past 
the pit and :i.n the backyard of 
one of the biggest houses I've 
ever seen. The size of the 
house inspired me to beat a 
hasty retreat back up the 
trail, as I had visions of 
armed guards and Doberman 
Pinschers. We then split up, 
inspecting some of the 
numE,·r-ous smc:\llE!·:·· tr··::.\:i.l!···:;:::.·.::\ci~:.:. 

leading off the main trail. A 
brief jaunt my trail turned up 

I 
started back towards David to 
regroup. On the way back I was 
greeted with a much welcomed 

11 I f"c:~unc! :i. t I 11 .. Di::-,v:i.c1 t!···,<"·r·: 
directed me to a rather 
inauspicious looking 
the ground which was 
\.·.Ji::? 11 . 

f~~ i qq :i. nq 
2' square-shaped opening 
proved to be no problem as 
there was a great abundance of 
trees. Unfortunately the 
abundance of trees was equaled 
by a profusion of yellow 



jackets prompting us to 
b~lieve the hole had been 
misnamed or we had found the 
world"s biggest yellow jacket 
nest. David took the honors of 
being the first down and after 
wrenching himself through the 
small opening, found that the 
pit indeed opened up and was 
not filled with angry, 
swarming insects. He finally 
bottomed out after descending 
the expected 90". Upon 
returning he noted that the 
most noticeable feature was a 
massive stalactite which 
spanned an appreciable portion 
of the pit. I was anxious to 
investigate h1s story. My 
intentions were slowed by the 
awkwardness of the pit 
opening. After contorting my 
body to conform with the 
entrance, I began to descend 
and all to quickly I was at 
the be, t t:om. 

Thi'2 pit I 
rnc:~r~::::~ like 60" 

judged to bE;:. 

deep c1S ~·Je h.:1d 
no trouble communicating 
between the top and bottom. 
David suggested I measure the 
stalactite on the way back up. 
My estimation was 25", which 

thi::\'i""i 
pit''s~, 

to be alot closer 
estimation of the 

di'2pth. ThE· h(:;t 1 (".' proved 
to be easier to qet out of 
than in to. We quickly decided 
that a second descent was not 
in order and started the short 
m<:~rc::h hack. fl-.; -ra·r· thE~ mosst 

discovery of the 
large, softball 

~:;:. i z {:·:·: d :1 q r· t:? E·~ ·r·, ! ' -::t 1 i E! ·n b ·c .::\ :·i. ·n s1 11 
:• 

which we later determined to 
be hedgeapples.Cand Shane 
determined inedible. 
Time did not permit a tr-ip to 

PY"'l!:?\/ i Dt.t~:. 
obligations required us hack 
in Cullman by 4:30. 
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CAGLE'S CHr~SI'"l 

Trip report by Jeff Lynn 
NSS ~:1:381 !jl2 

Scottie A., Gary M. and I 
met at the library and waited 

abc:tut 15 
s 1"1 C< \;'Jt~ d Ll p 

rni·nutes,. ~·.thF:!·n r·:c:' 
t ... te !-leader.:! ·for· 

the Texaco station. 
Scottie went to pick up 

Rocky while Gary and I stopped 
in Arab to pickup Shannon 
Cobb. We then met Patrick L., 

and Gi::tr·y 
hei::\C:I<:::IcJ 
TE··n·n. 

~3outh 

We arrived at the pit at 
about llam and lowered two 
ropes into the main entrance. 
It"s 190" deep and nearly all 

F'21t·:-· :i. c k, Sco l: tie 
Rocky put arope into a smaller 
opening that had a window that 
opened up about one-third of 
the way down the main pit. I 
was the first to go down 
followed by Shannon, Gary, 
Gary M. and Shannon C .. After 
loc.king around for about 20 
minutes we started our climb 
out. After we all climbed out, 
Gary and I decided to drop the 
pit 
th('"!! 

again. While we were at 
bottom tc.:1lkin<.=J!• 

~::.o i"ilE"!C:< r·:e up t Ct p ~=-a y "·y'o u b i'2 t: t er
ccrnf2 out'' qu:i.c:kJ.-y· follDtrJE~c:! l:::<·y' 
thunder and light rain. We 
climbed out, pulled up the 
r· Ct p f:-~ ~=-- and headed for the 
t r· uc k ~=-. 
1"-:t::•.':ildE~d ·fi:.t· homt.?.. 

Cagle"s Chasm complex 
a pretty awesome 
YC:<U CC:<YI:S idE?."(" 

r:: J. ·=-'~ c: \'2 

ther·i-"2 

totalling 261 meters that may 
be rigged. The trip didn"t 
last as long as we wanted hut 
it was still a good trip. 



Cumberland Valley Grotto 
OF THE NATIONAL SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 

5177 Little Marrowbone Ad. 
Ashland City, TN 37015 

Committed to the Conservation, preservation and exploration of caves. 

To whom it may concern, 
Just a note to our fellow N.s.s.,s.E.R.A. 

grottos about the access policy to the Blowing 
Spring/Wicked Splendor Cave system in Tennessee. 

The Wicked Splendor entrance to Blowing Spring 
Cave was found during the spring of '94 by John 
Hutchison, Mike Bose, and John Gibson of the Cumber
land Vally Grotto. The connection to Blowing Spring 
Cave was made by John Hutchison, Trey Caplenor, and 
Hal Love in the early fall of '94. 

The landowner has requested that no one visit 
the cave during hunting season. After hunting season 
the survey will be done by the Cumberland Vally Grotto. 
At that time, the cave will be open to anyone who 
would like to visit, but the access must be limited. 
We are asking all interested grottos to limit the 
amount of their visits and to limit the number of 
cavers on these trips to a maximum of 8. The cave is 
very fragile and some damage has already occured. 
The landowner has also stated that he doesn't want to 
be bothered by a lot of cavers,so he has agreed to 
allow access through the Cumberland Vally Grotto 
with some type of permit/release system. We will be 
working on this system during hunting season, and will 
have it available to those who wish to visit this 
great, wet, multi-drop cave system. For more informa-· 
tion, please contact me at the address below or call 
an Executive Committee member listed below, or 
write any member at the address on the letterhead. 

CUMBERLAND VALLY GROTTO EXECUTIVE COMMITEE 
Mike and Loretta aose: 876-9827 
John Gibson: 865-1779 
Toni Pedigo and Bob Corbin: 883-6336 
Alan Shaffield: 824-7593 

Thank yu.u for your :co~p-arat.1.0Jt, 
Respectfully, 
Toni A. Pedigo 
Recording Secretary,C.V.G. 
6019 Cortez Court 
Hermitage, Tn. 37076 

"Take nothing but pictures. Kill nothing but 
time. Leave nothing but footprints" 
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ACCIDENT REPORT 

Caballo Cave, Sierra Co. NM 

5 Feb 94 

by Steve Peennan, Mesilla Valley 
Grotto [from Southwestern Cavers Vo1.3l 
No.1 Jan/Feb 1994] 

On February 5, 1994, I took a 
group of six high school students, 
three college students, and four 
other adults to Caballo Cave. The 
students were part of the Las Cruces 
High School Wilderness Club, and 
were on a school sponsored event. 
The adults were volunteers helping 
out primarily by transporting the 
students in 4WD vehicles. Only one 
other person on the trip, besides 
myself, had significant caving 
experience. That was the sponsor of 
the club, Mr. Russ Richards. The 
rest were novices with no caving 
experience to speak of. 

The trip up to and into the cave 
was relatively uneventful. Once we 
were inside the cave, everyone sat 
down while their eyes adjusted and 
I gave a 'lecture' on cave safety, 
ethics, and conservation. The 
students took the message to heart 
and were extremely conscientious 
about their actions in the cave. They 
spotted one another in the various 
climbs and chimneys along the 
route; they worked as a team to pass 
packs in different areas; they picked 
up pieces of litter that they found 
throughout the cave and were careful 
not to leave litter themselves; in 
short, they behaved exactly ass one 
would expect experienced cavers to 
behave. 

The cave was dry, as usual. We 
did have some loose rocks fall on 
the climb into the second main room 
of the cave. No one was hurt beyond 
a few scratches. Some other loose 
rocks in the area were cleared away 
to prevent additional prob.lems. 

On the way out, I told some of 
the more adventurous students to go 
ahead and lead the way out of the 

6 

cave. I assured them that I bad 
confidence in their ability to 
negotiate passages and find the 
correct route (and I did!). 

Russ Richards, Leland Smith ( a 
40 yr old adult volunteer, unrelated 
to any of the students}, and I, were 
bringing up the rear of the group. At 
one point, there seemed to be some 
delay so I went ahead to see what 
was. happening. It turned out that 
there was no particular problem, just 
that people were a little slower than 
I bad anticipated at negotiating the 
last chimney and crawlway that 
leads to an alcove of the main 
entrance room. I moved to the front 
of th~ group to see if I might be of 
assistance at a point where one must 
climb up a sloping piece of 
breakdown, not particularly difficult, 
but awkward for some. As I went 
through that last chimney and 
crawlway, I noticed nothing unusual 
about the passage. All the rocks that 

one climbs over seemed as secure as 
ever. 

After helping several students up 
the sloping piece of breakdown, I 
went up it myself, realizing that the 
students were doing just fine without 
my assistance. My intent was to 
remain at that point until everyone 
made it past that point successfully. 

'I was about 20 feet from the opening 
into the crawlway that everyone was 
coming out of. 

Suddenly I heard two loud 
'booms' in succession, and the 
whole cave seemed to shake. I 
seriously thought that the sounds 
were sonic booms and even said 
aloud, "That was a sonic boom!" 
However, as soon as I said it, there 
was a scream from one of the 
students who had not come through 
the crawlway yet, followed 
immediately by Russ's voice, 
screaming, "Leland, stay with me, 
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fight, fight!!", and "Get Mr. 
Peennan!!" 

Realizing that something terrible 
had happened, I immediately ran 
back to the crawl way, and rushed 
the two students who were in it out 
through the opening. After going 
through the crawl way, I found that 
the rocks that we had all been 
crawling over had broken loose and 
had fallen down about six feet 
directly upon Mr. Smith. Russ, who 
happens to be a registered EMT, 
was trying to find some signs of life, 
but it was very clear that there was 
little hope. · 

Two large boulders had fallen on 
him; one, about 500-800 lbs, was 
leaning against his body; the other, 
about 150-200 lbs, was directly on 
top of him. His legs were crushed 
and his back and neck were both 
apparently broken. It appeared that 
he had crouched into a sort of fetal 
position, before the rocks hit him. It 
was likely that he died instantly. 

Russ, who had been able to move 
back when the rocks fell, detennined 
that there were no signs of life. We 
discussed trying to remove the rock, 
but concluded that our first priority 
was to get the students out of the 
cave, off the mountain, and back to 
civilization. We were all in shock 
after the incident, but everyone else 
exited the cave without incident and 
went down the mountain to the 
vehicles. We drove back to town, 
with a friend driving Mr. Smith's 
vehicle. Upon arriving at Truth or 
Consequences, we contacted the 
State Police and filed a report of the 
incident. After making the report, 
Russ called all the students' parents, 
and I called my wife, Kathy, to call 
out our grotto SAR team for a body 
recovery the next day. 

COMMENTS: 1) There was no 
apparent warning of the collapse of 
the rocks. I had climbed over them 
only moments before they fell and 
did not see or feel anything out of 
the ordinary. 2) The students and 
novice adults were doing exactly the 
same thing that experienced cavers 
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would have been doing, perhaps a little slower and with a little less agility. 3) This area had been traversed thousand 
of time by hundreds of people over the years with no problems. 4) The collapse of these rocks is likely the 'tip of the 
iceberg', in that the area now appears to be very unstable and hazardous. There is a strong possibility that the cave 
will be sealed and gated by the BLM. [Next month: "Body Recovery Operation"] 
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MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 

OF 

CULLMAN GROTTO OF NATIONAL SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 
October 4, 1994 

The regular meeting of Cullman Grotto of The National 
Speleological Society was called to order by David Drake, 
Chairman, on Tuesday, October 4, 1994, at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Conference Room of the Cullman County Public Library. 

The Chairman welcomed 13 members and guests. There was also a 
unanimous "welcome back" for Shane Drake who has spent the summer 
in Yellowstone National Park. 

The Chairman questioned our lack of attendance and asked for 
suggestions to entice members to attend and to solicit new 
members. Jeff Lynn said he felt work schedules creat an 
attendance problem. Jerry Moon will contact the Editor of "Sun 
and Shadow" in an effort to get him to do a story. Louie Adams 
said he felt sure Roger Meyer would do a story for us on the 
Today Show in Cullman which is telecast locally each morning. 

David next suggested that we will have nominations for officers 
at the November meeting and everyone should be thinking who they 
want as their next Chairman and Secretary/Treasurer. 

The Chairman advised that there will be no scheduled grotto trips 
this month because of TAG and he felt most everyone would be 
attending. 

There was discussion about sending and receiving news letters from 
other grottos. It seems that most of these newsletters are 
acquired at the NSS Office in Huntsville. 

Mary Adams advised that we have $289.00 in our Treasury. 

Jeff Lynn advised that he and Arlon Baker attended a meeting of 
the High Adventue Explorers Post in Vinemont and they want our 
help to do some rope work and some horizontal caves. 

Jeff next gave a trip report on the recent caravan to Whiteside. 
It was interesting, exciting and most important safe. Jeff also 
told about exploring two virgin passages in the Cullman area. 
They were not real large, but very interesting. He will be to 
locate them for anyone interested. 



David again stressed that he needs articles for THE FLOWSTONE and 
·urged everyone to turn in anything of interest to him in time to 
get it in the publication before the next meeting. 

Scotty Arrington advised that his phone number has been changed 
and it is unlisted but for his friends it is 739-7091. 

There being no further business to come before the meeting, the 
Chairman declared it adjourned. 

APPROVED 
--~~~--------------------------------Chairman 

APPROVED __ ~-----------------------------
Secretary 
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Dec 11-Grotto vertical trio TBA 

Jan 3, 1995-Monthl y grotto meeting. Dues wi 11 be collected have proof of NSS membership. 

i"iay 19-21, 1995-SERA Summer Cave Carnival~ Smokey and Tina Caldwell's farm, LaFayette, Georgia, 
hosted by Athens Speleological Society. Contact Don Hunter, Rt. 2 Box 235~ Colbert, SA 30628 (706) 788-20~i. 

email:khunter~uga.cc.uga.edu .. Pre-registration materials will he sent out after the 1st of 1995. 

Jul 17-21, 1995-NSS Convention, Blacksburg, Virginia. Contact Carol Tiderman, 7600 Pindell ,.... ' •. :-

~cnoo ~ .·.'-. ~ 

Fulton~ nu 20759, {410} 792-0742. 

ECHO CHAMBER 
==========================================================================::::-::::::·-~ .. 

Address Cha.noe 
For those who would 
like to write to 
Patrick O'Diam, 
sure he would love 
here from you), I 

address a r1ev-J 
will S0\/2 yc~u 

postage. Send 
correspondence to: 

(I'm 
to 

have 
tna"t 

some 
-.1 1 
;;::\.!. .1. 

Elder Patrick O'Diam 
Argentina S:esistencia l'lis·;;io·i'"i 
Pouch 1:.1a i l 
50 East North Temcle 
COB 1'·1ai l"!-oom 
Salt Lake City UT 84150 

Sending your letters 
to this address will 
cost only a .29 postage 
·::.tamp~~ Allo~;~ th·1·ee ~· . .;eeks 
for deliver··;./, 

A million yean ago ill a limestone bed. 
A tiny sll'eom of water, no larger ihan a thread. 
Started to seep into a cracfc and malce iJ.r way, 
The beginning of a passage, it will become a cave some day. 

The water~ larger. and so did the craclc. 
It cal'\led away at the rocfc as if eating a snaclc. 
The years rolled along and that Sll'eam like a thread, 
Carved something very big in that limestone bed. 

With pa.ssarp!S and tunllsl.r ru~~nillg thi.J way and that, 
The cave is now a home to a wondering bat. 
Soon others will come to this place that's 110/ lavish, 
The cave cricket and spider and a II'Og/odyte fish. 

Fol'lltlltioM haw grown from the ceiling and floor, 
Helectites, stalactites, stalagntites and more. 
Angel hair, soda stnmlf, flo-tone and moon miJJc, 
They are allmatk of stone, but are as pretty 08 sillc. 

This underground world is a place to behold, 
It is alway.s dark, sometimes damp, but not usually cold. 
There are places of danger, li/ce a canyon or pit, 
Don't te/1 mom about them cause she'll certainly pitch a fit/ 

There's a lot to see ab011e ground. there's a lot to see below, 
lfyou hawn't been speiunldng. I think you ought to go. 
Clve crawling is an adventure that's not for everyone, 
Some thillk it's rather nasty, I thillk it's rather font 

- Amel J. Drake 
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El Dia del Chancero 
Tr-ip F:r.:?pol-t by 
F'c.itr1.ck 0' Diam 

About a month ago we were 
out knocking doorsand we found 
a guy from Paraguay. He is an 
aborigini, therefore,he speaks 
Guarani. He also speaksspanish 
somewhat, cause we speak very 
little Guarani. His name 
Jaha Mongarai. We taught 
some of the charlas. He 

a. cool c;;u.y, i:'i!.bout 

is ., .. -._,a.nd 
is 
20 

i rte seco·f!Ci time !.>Je 
went by to talk to him, he was . . ' ' .. . ~- ., . . ' . asK1ng wna~ llTe was llKe cacK 
in the states. We talked about 
that for a while then I told 
him about allthe cave'n I did. 

abot.tt that 
cecause ne 1s a caver too. I 
told him about the NSS 
grotto back home, at 

a:nd c•ur 
least I 

tried, it was kind of hard to 
explain. I told him that I was 
more into verticle cave'n. 
has done alittle verticle work 
and was explaininghow they did 
their climbing. Ithen told him 
about the Gibbs and F'etzl and 
rope walker. He thought that 
would be too easy. He told me 
about several caves that are 

from here, one in 
particular soundedreally cool. 
It's name is El Dia del 
Chancero. Jaha hadbeen to this 
cave twice, but 
third p1~ that had always 
stopped him, nothing big, only 
about 10 meters, but after the 
first two pits he didn't have 

I 
talked to him the more I felt 
I HAD to go to this cave. He 

~:: .. ::•. :i. d i -r· could heand a friend 
would take us. I really wanted 
to go, so I talked to our zone 

t 1 ••. 1. r ct h ('2 ·I~ a ::. k f:: c:l 
the Mission President. To 

make a lone story sheet, _ got 

permission to go, along with 
few others, this past Monday. 

We got up early on ~na 

morning of Oct. 10 and were 
the bus by 6~30. The bus ride 
was only about 20km, but -
seemed to take forever. Ther~ 

were six of u.s on this tri0 
for two it was theirfirst ti~~ 
to go c.,;aV(':?' r-1, C.,l.nd bo·y' did ·l:;h,:::. 
pick a great cave to start of~ 
l,<,j i th n i_.,J.:.:? had a 
the ca·v'e, but 

ton o·f 
needed 

0 ~~?. .::1. C ·f C< :·· .,, 

wished I'd had my own geac. 
entered the cave around 

The fE:)ntranC('2 
opened up soon to 
passage about 15' 
to 40' high. As we 

ll~id('2 

qot 

'7 =! ~3::: .. 

back, I noticedall the bats cr 
There were ALOT 

After about 1000' of this, th0 
passage we were to 
tucned and got small. 

!~~D clo· 
I wfC)U,\ 

out that even Argentine cave~ 

have belly crawls. After mar·. 
grunts and groans we all ma~? 
it through. After another ~v~ 
of stoopwalking we came to 
p 1 c.\c:e ~f aha call E•c:! !) Ca. t a. r- ~;:,_ t ~::!. '~~c , ....... 

:z:,::tr- ;:.;.:\!I n Hel"'(·.'S· th<:? pass.'::\~,! E" •;)D(o'o''"''· 
back into about a 3' wio2 
c: ~;:~ ·n 'l o ·n ~' V-J i t 1···1 t i "t (::i! li·J ~:a t t::~ ·c- ·c· t.l r1·c·i i ·:··i =.} 

wild c:lown the canyon. After 
alot of chimnaying, we 
c! o I;:JT': -:?..·no t h e r· F.l <f.t ·:s ~s ,:-.\ g (~~ .;;:t. r! d !J c ·G 

the !! F:o ;;.v.o dt2 c~J r:::•.:::~c:lct '' ~ .~::~.t::-:ou. t 
20m pit. We rigged to a larg 
boulder and put down about 500 
of some type of 9mm rope tha~ 
lcokE!d some~r.J-h.::l i:; 1 i kf"~ 
Water. 1 asked why they wer? 
pl_\tti·n(_} dc~~ ... Jrt sc1 mu.ch ropE·~ .:::i.·\·(u 

I fc•und ou.t thE r· e ._,...!a.·:::·. 

10m drop about 

pac:l the rope, bJ 
mac:le him. He said he nev• 

pads the rope. 1 was not goi 
to go downa 9mm rope unpadc:lcs 
besides I didn't like the ide 
of cappel!lnc in thishandtic~ 
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webbed harness, plus we were 
rappelling on just two D-rings 
with the rope weaved through 
them •• I gotdown alright, went 
through the little crawl, and 
then went on down theother 10m 
drop. While waiting on the 
other three I went looking 
around. The room we werein was 
great! It was about 30' high 
and huge. There were all lr. i nds 
of formations, a breathtaking 
pool of water along with lots 
of flowstone, helectites, a 
little angel hair and moon 
milk, and alot of drapery. 
After spending some time in 
this room. we went on down the 
passage to the pit which had 
stopped Jaha the last time. It 
was just alittle nuisance drop 
which was easily rigged and 
dropped. At thebottom we found 
a passage in which we could 
either go upstream or down. We 
chose downstream, hoping to 
find another pit, but we were 
out of rope so it didn't 
matter. By this time there was 
alot of water in this area of 
the cave. We climbed up to a 
little area and found a really 
nice room full of pearls and 
some of thelongest soda straws 
I had ever seen. One was about 
2' land and the last 9» or so 
was clear. We went a little 
further and the passage just 
kept getting smaller and 
smaller. We came to an area 
that looked as if it went on, 
but it was a long belly crawl 
and by this time we were all 
gave out. Seeing how we had 
been underground almost 5 
hours, we turned back. We 
returned to the rooe and 
Santiago was the first to 
climb. I was unsure about the 
climb. Sure it was just a 25'-
30' climb! but I had never 
climbed an knots before. I 
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knew the rope was not padded 
very well also. They put me on 
the rope and explained how to 
climb. The system I used they 
called "rana". I finally 
figured out it was the frog 
system. I made the rope bounce 
a little and then I got 
spooked. I started thinking 
about the smaller rope, it not 
being padded well, the fog 
system and the bounce in the 
rope. It got to me because I 
then thought that this was the 
same situation as at Mega Well 
in '91, only this climb was 
about 280' less.l took it slow 
trying to reduce the bounce. 1 

had a little bit of trouble 
getting over the lip, but I 
made it. Then I just sat up 
there with Santiago talking, 
being joined by one every so 
often. When allhad reached the 
top we checked the time. We 
still had a long wayto go, but 
only had 45 min. til our 
callout, so Martin, he being a 
sorcerer, said a few words of 
mumble-jumble and we were 
out.!Ojala que fuera verdad~ 

Well, what did you think? 
The entire trip was a lie to 
start with. Oct.10th down here 
is "El Dia del Chancero" or 
"the day of the joker". 1 n th2 
states l think that April 1st 
is about thesame. According to 
"Jaha", the closest caves are 
about 20 hrs. from me, but I 
don't know, I'm going to keeo 
looking. Take care and cave 
safe. 

Pat·rick NSS ~35852 

NATURAL WELL 
Tt- ip Rep at- t 

li-25-94 

D.Drake 

Did it. 
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LIMROCK BLOWING CAVE 
T1- ip Repc•l-t 

S • Dr· .::d·:: e 

S. WI" aKe 
J.Lyr:n 

C.Lott J.Cammon 
R.Bumpus J.Bumpus 

After ~ long absence I 
once again foundmyself back on 
a grotto trip. Since we had 
been planning atrip to Limrock 
long before I left to go out 
wes~, I was glad to finally be 
or: the ~-Jay. 

We congregated once again 
in front of the library at the 
specified time. Atthis time we 
still weren't entirely certain 
if we would go to Limrock for 
sure, so we deliberated awhile 
and then decided to stick to 
tt .. te plan. 

The trip toLimrock was as 
familiar as it was uneventful, 
other than the ritual stop at 
the Texaco to pick up candy 
bars and other necessities. 

ooon we arrived at the 
designated location, and after 
wading through the gauntlet of 
dogs, permission was quickley 
obtained. There was some 
concern over the 
water there would 

amo1 . ..1.r1t of· 
the be at 

entl- .:;:..r<ce, 
literall'/ 

<~ t t i mt::~::, 

gu•.shi·nq oL.tt, 
arrival found it bone 
quickly proceeded back 

it lS 

bt . .i.tupon 
d1-y. lt-le 
to the 

headed 
upstream traversing the stream 
manytimes. None of us had more 
than a sketchyidea of what the 
cave was like. After some time 
in the stream passage, we 
veered of into a side passage 
formed by a smaller stream 
which had washed throughrnounds 
of mud. At times we would walk 
in 
corners by crawling around its 

Po :::: __ _ 

meanders. In this manner we 
continued until we were 
deposited in a large trun~ 

passage. Here wesplit up. Jeff 
and I went right while ~ne 

others 
dir-ection. Their prc•gress sec':-: 
terminated in a nice~ 

decor-ated dome room. Jeff ano 
I however, continued for quite 
sometime until we intersected 
another lal-ge pass.~ge wi th',::;c:.' ·,,.:;, 
fantastic rimstone pools. we 
decided to splitup again. Je~~ 

continued down the mainpassag~ 
I,'.Jh i le I 
alor1g the 

c.:;,.l-f:-:?fully 
r- imstcrne 

pro c '"'ed r,:,.: c: 
dams. 

progress was cut short by dcsc 
~'.Ja ter- and mud that I 

in. !...Jp:::==··, didn't want 
·~-eturn i ng, 
that he had 

infor-med r;: ,,,, 

but ther-e were no pens 
~'>locked. i·-ie also said that L' :'.:':.' 
passage dropped downto a laYgc 
stream. We then concluded that 
it was good time to go baci 
Quickly we covered 
and were met by 
informed us of a 

thee! i st,·e..-;-,c,,.-,, 
Scotty v-;:,,::, 

m .. :·/S 1.~ er 1 c.~ t . .t ::··. 

rope going up one side of the 
dome room. Aniousto inspect ; ~ 

we continued to the dome. Th: 
domf!:! hi.=H:i 
!t~<:<.ter·fa 1 1 

a ·fir'e 

water passing over it to ma~P 
it shimmer. Therope turned owt 
to be cather awkwardly hung 
to make climbingit a challi".!.•f;' ...... 
without gear and rathr 
imr:n·actical, as it .::tpi::-:E'!!ar·ed '··' 
go nowhere. Upon further 
examina~1on we concluded th?t 
it i;·.Ja s a Blt .. H?Ji,Ja t ~=r r o p F2 a.Y :·; =·.:: :· 

~'.Jhich I st.::t·b::·d "Tha·i: '':5 cr:::=·,:::;.•:::.:~''' 

IE!! n C! U q i·: c 1 i rnL; i .! .• ' 

i3.:::\ t i. :::, -r i ~=d 
enough there, Jeffand I shc~r 

ti···tE: r·F:.-:st ot...t·r· f'LrK!inq<::, •... ; .. 
pushed the large streamaassa' 
:Je·f"·f fcu·,··~d ~ one<?'! Et(Ji::\.:L·:·: 
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splitting up. Our effort 
yielded lots of big passage, 
water, a large breakdown hill 
anda great place to skip rocks 
underground. By now I realized 
there was alot more to this 
cave than I had been lead to 
believe by the dismal reports 
I had heal-d. 

The trip out was easy and 
soonwe were on our way back to 
CLtllman. 

CANDIIt CAVER 

Patrick O'Diam negotiating difficult 
chimney passage in El Dia del Chancero. 
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·. LIMROCK BLOWING CAVE 
AL311 
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TAPE & COMPASS SURVEY 
BY THE HUNTSVILLE GROTTO, NSS 

AUG 1968 
BILL TORODE 
DICK GRAHAM 
.JIM WILSON 

.JOHH FRENCH 

N 

LENGTH 14.600 

STREAM&. 
,t.IR" FROM 

AL.2.85 

SYPHON 
ENTRANCE 

1000 2000 

SCALE IN FEET 
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The Cumberland Plateau and Long Rockhouse Cave 
by 

H. H. Hobbs m {NSS 123861'1 and. Horton H. Hobbs IV (NSS 24198} 

An anectdotal introduction begins In the 1700's when 
Daniel Boone was compelled by a lack of "elbow room· to 
move westward beyond Cumberland Gap in the 1760's. He 
turned to the north along the Wilderness Road and made 
history in the rugged, untamed part of the count:Iy now 
called Kentucky. In 1779. James Robertson led some 
settlers to the Cumberland 
River bluffs and split his party 
into two units. The women 
and children. along with 
heavy farm equipment. were 
sent by flatboat down the 
HolstonandTennesseertvers 
and on to the Ohio River, up 
the Ohio to the Cumberland. 
and upstream along the 
Cumberland to Nashvtlle. 
The remaining party passed 
through Cumberland Gap 
but turned south and 
proceeded to middle Tennes
see where they reunited. The 
flatbed flotllla took the long way rather than the direct 
route because a very real barrier to western migration in 
the eighteenth century stood in their way: the Cumberland 
Plateau. L1k.e the Great Wall of China. but 100 times higher 
and SOlan wide the Cumberland Plateau then and today 
presents difficulties and Inconveniences to the traveler 
and modem engineer. 

The Cumberland Plateau is a part of the Appalachian 
Plateau that extends in a southwesterly direction from 
southern New York to central Alabama (crossing ten 
states). The plateau section makes up some 600lan from 
east central Kentucky southwest to north centralAlabama. 
In Tennessee it is a broad, flat-topped, ridge app:roxlmately 
300m higher than the Great Valley of east Tennessee to the 
east or the Highland Rim to the west and has a general 
elevation of app:roximately 550m. Rimming the plateau 
edge is an almost continuous escarpment. broken by 
narrow, steep-faced, drainages cut back into the plateau. 
The eastern edge is an abrupt excarpment with only minor 
notches carrying water eastward into the Tennessee River 

. whereas the western edge is more rugged and deeply 
· incised by the Cumberland. Duck. and Elk river tributaries 
draining otf the tableland. These ditferences between the 
east and west flanks of the plateau can be attributed to the 
Appalachian Mountain building episode some 250 million 
years ago during the formation of the supercontinent. 
Pangaea. As the continental masses came together, internal 
forces fractured and folded rock layers, resulting in the 

23 

uplift and formation of the Appalachian Mountains. These 
forces extended sufficiently far to the west to bend the 

. eastern edge of the plateau, but not the western. Thus, 
along the eastern edge the rim-rock is tilted and In some 
places even standing vertically. Where the escarpment is 
characterized by sloping sandstone layers, erosion is 
slowed and the shape of the escarpment is controlled by 
the direction of the folds. This factor is almost entirely 
absent from the western part of the plateau where the 
same rock layers form the horizontal west rim-rock. The 
formation of the western escarpment of the plateau is 
associated with the removal of the Pennsylvanian caprock 
from the Nashville Dome, a structural high along the 
Cincinnati Arch. This probably was initiated during the 
Mesozoic Era and once the resistant Pennsylvanian 
caprocks were removed by erosion from the central part of 
the structure, slope retreat began. By the late Cretaceous, 
the continuous expanse of caprock was breached, and / 
erosion continued In the area of the dome developing a 
plain-like surface upon the cherty, erosionally resistant, 
lower Mississippian rocks that formed the floor of the 
expanding Central Basin. sapping of the underlying 
limestones is the primaly reason for rapid slope retreat 
and is responsible for the steep slope angles along the 
western Cumberland Plateau escarpment. 

All of the middle section of Tennessee was at one time 
capped by a thick sequence of Pennsylvanian aged 
sandstones, conglomerates, and shales. Over large areas, 
this resistantcaprockhas been removed entirely, exposing 
chemically much less 
resistant Mississippian 
limestones. He~. conduit 
caves are formed by 
subterranean stream 
Invasion along retreating 
escarpments that are 
produced by the more 
rapid dissolution of 
underlying carbonate 
rock. Thus, numerous 
caves occur along the 
western caprock escarp
ment (also along the 
Highland Rim Escarpment 
- see Barr 1961 and 
Matthews 1971). It is only 
in the Cumberland Plateau 
area that the caprock F1gure 2• Sandstone outcrop 
continues to protect the with entrCuu:e to long Rockhouse 
underlying limestones Ca»e. 
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from rapid solution processes and thus 
little karst development occurs. For additional, more in 
depth treatment of the character-Istics and processes resulting 
in the Cumber-land Plateau, refer to Milici 1968, Matthews 
1973, Miller 
1974, Crawford 
1987, Ogden 
1989, and 
Crawford 1989. 

Even 
though karst 
development on 
the Cumber
land Plateau Is 
limited, erosion 
and weathering 
processes do Figure 3. Entrance to Long Rockhouse Cave: 
result in n u- note signs of exravatfons and earth pile on left. 

merous small 
sandstone 
caves and over
hangs. One 
such example Is 
Long Rock
house Cave, a 
small feature in 
east-em Cum
ber-land 
County, Ten
nessee. The 
main entrance 
is located about 
10maboveLong 
Rockhouse 
Branch at an el

Figure 4. Entrance area of Long RockhDuse 
Cave: note e.xr:avatedjloor, ceilingjoint, 
crossbedding, and breakdown slabs. 

evation of approximately 51 0m. The 2m high by 7m Wide 
entrance overlooks the branch that Is covered mostly by 
rhododendrons and Mountain Laurel (Figures 2 and 3). The 
cave Is developed along fractures in the crossbedded sand
stone (Ftgure 4) for a total horizontal length of 55m. A second 
opening to the west of the main entrance is a short crawlway 
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that joins the main cave (see map). 
The cave consists of one room With a small. low alcove 

extending to the southwest for about 6m (see map). The floor 
of the front and middle portions of the room Is uneven and 

Figure 5. Middle sect:fDn of Long Rockhouse 
Cave; note exravatfon inforeground and 
breakdown-coveredjloor. 

Figure 6. Back sect:fDn of Long Rockhouse 
Cave; note ceiling joint and absence of 
breakdown. 

Virtually cov
ered With slab 
breakdown 
(Ftgures 4 and 
5). although 
little break
down Is present 
in the back 
third of the 
room (Figure 6). 
Numerous ex
cavation holes 
are scattered 
throughout the 
cave, eVidence 
of much digging 
for artifacts. 
When we sur
veyed the cave 
on 26 March 
1992 there were 
recent signs of 
earth work and 
a large pile of 
"waste• soU was 
in front of the 

-~ main entrance 
(Figure 3). No 
organisms were 
noted in the cave 
except two small 

spiders in the southwest alcove: the air temperature of the 
cave was 7.6°C; surface air temperature was 6. 7°C. Several 
small dlip pools were noted on the floor along the west wall 
of the front third of the cave, but were absent on a subse
quent trtp 18 March 1994. Considerably much more excava
tion activity had occurred since the 1992 trip. 
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MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 

OF 

CULLMAN GROTTO OF NATIONAL SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 
November 1, 1994 

The regular meeting of Cullman Grotto of the National 
Speleological Society was called to order by David Drake, 
Chairman, on Tuesday, November 1, 1994, at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Conference Room of the Cullman County Public Library. 

The Chairman acknowledged 17 members and guests and asked the 
guests to introduce themselves. They were invited to attend 
further meetings and get more involved and to ultimately join our 
grotto. 

The Minutes of the previous meeting were read by all present and 
since there were no additions, deletions or corrections, they were 
unanimously approved as written. 

The Chairman advised that the dues for 1995 will be due in January 
and we must have proof of membership in NSS. 

We still have T-Shirts available at $10.00 each and we will 
consider placing another order in the near future as our supply 
is almost depleted. 

David next advised that we have a horizontal trip on November 12th 
to Limrock Blowing Cave. Those interested should meet at the 
Library at 8 a.m. 

Guests, Bill and Miriam Cuddington of Huntsville, gave an 
interesting report on the events of TAG. They, along with John 
McCrary participated in the climbing contests. Bill reported that 
this event has turned into a brawl and more control is going to 
have to be enforced for it to be a desirable event in the future. 
Billy next reported that there are more caves and pits closed 
than open at the present time. People are going in and doing all 
sorts of damage and they do not respect the property owners or 
their rights to control the property. They only way we are going 
to get them to change this in the future is to respect their 
requests and their wishes and to visit and talk with them and 
assure them that this is what our grottos are trying to do and 
to assure them that it is not grotto members who are abusing their 
wishes and their property. 

Jeff Lynn reported that he, Scotty Arrington and a few others went 
to Hughes Cave. They went back further than the normal caver-
thjey got wet and cold, but saw interesting things. 
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Jeff Lynn next reported that he took Corey Lott and Jon Cammon 
to Huntsville and they visited with the Cuddingtons and had a 
climbing party and then hiked to Natural Well. David Drake 
reported that he and Shane Drake went to Natural Well last Friday. 

John McCrary reported that he took two people to Graves Cave in 
Blountsville last week. This cave is still open and is a good 
cave and not too difficult. However, he advised not to go into 
this cave when it is raining or threatening to rain. 

Regarding the trip on November 12th, Scotty Arrington said that 
Limrock could be et and he suggested that everyone bring extra 
shoes and clothing. 

Next David Drake opened the floor for nominations for election 
of Officers at our December meeting. The following were 
nominations from the floor: 

Louis Adams nominated DAVID DRAKE for Chairman 
Seconded by Shane Drake 

David Drake nominated JEFF LYNN for Chairman 
Seconded by Scotty Arrington 

Louis Adams nominated JOHN McCRARY for Vice-Chairman 
Seconded by Jeff Lynn 

David Drake nominated LOUIS ADAMS for Vice- Chairman 
Seconded by John McCrary 

Louis Adams nominated MARY ADAMS for Secretary/Treasurer 
Seconded by Shane Drake 

Jeff Lynn nominated SCOTTY ARRINGTON for Secretary/Treasurer 
Seconded by Shane Drake 

We will vote by a show of hands at the December meeting. 

There being no further business to come before the meeting, the 
Chairman declared it adjourned. 

APPROVED 
--------------------~~----------------------Chairman 

APPROVED 
--------------------~------------------------Secreary 
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